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The well which is being drilled by W. E. Lockhart on what
la now coming to be known throughout the petroleum industry
v
of the United States as the Gallup Dome, has been "spudded
in," and as we go to press is something more than 50 feet down.
Mr. Ben Moshier, the driller in charge of operations, is nearly
' ready
to set surface casing. The actual "spudding in", occur-e- d
(Wrftt

.

Tuesday morning after considerable grief due to the need
for breaking in a new belt and a new bull rope.
Gallup is to have a 'real test of its possibility as an oil
producing area. There are a number of tests either actually
going on or planned in McKinley county but the Lockhart well
on the Gallup dome ia the one which interests Gallup mostly
k
because it is at the city's very door, located ort the
a
Fe
from
Santa
tracks
from
south
the
point about two
ning
"
:''-'- "
miles east of town.
;
down
is
himself
the
While
Lockhart
Mr.
,
actualy putting
well he has the resources of a great oil company behind him
the Producers and Refiners corporation, incorporated in Wyoming with general offices in Denver. This company is a
concern. It is what is known as a complete unit in the
petroleum industry, having production in Oklahoma, Wyoming
and Kansas, with two refineries and owning pipe lines and a
distribution system covering several states.The very fact that a great corporation, whose stocks and
lpnd8 are traded on the New York Exchange, is interested in the
a .l&Jallup Dome, through one of its officers, insures two things;
w
first, that there is a reasonable expectation of striking oil in
paying quanties, and Second, that an exhaustive effort will be
made to find that oil
The equipment at the Lock this section of New Mexico unhart well is the very best doubtedly contained and that
known to the oil industry. The the chances of finding oil were
84 foot derrick was built on very high. There are several
the design used in the big Ok- sands, according to Mr. Browne
lahoma and northern Texas which may be highly producfields. The rig and and equip tive and an excellent showing
raent is nearly new throughout' is expected at from 800 to 950
and there are the same num feet. The drillers are prepared
ber of tools on hand as though to go to 3,000 feet if necessary,
the operations were located 40 he said. .
'
or 50 miles from the railroad in
"Gallup will be in for a glorstead of less than three. This ious future if oil is discovered
later fact will speed 'up the nearby," declared Mr. Browne.
completion of the test. Being 'Should the Lockhart well
within a few minutes of a large "come in," there will be 5,000
railroad point, breakdowns can strangers in Galup overnight,
be repaired quickly and needed on the trail of the latest oil
materials can be obtained from boom.
supply houses in the shortest "Gallup is fortunately situpossible time. A delay of a ated. The structure is hardly
few hours at the Gallup Dome three miles from' town and
would mean a delay of perhaps close to the main line of the
tens days or two weeks if the Santa- F e and practically
well were located 40 miles speaking, no matter how great
Wfrom a railroad.
the quantity of oil discovered
"
$
The discoveries and orginal there is a ready means of transfeasors of the Gallup Dome portation in tank cars to refin
were W. A. Matlock k Com eries which are always in the
pany and Gregg, Whitehead & market for oil and yet more
Company, both of Denver, op- and more oil. If the well were
erating under the name of the 40 or 50, or even 20, miles from
Gallup Dome Syndicate. It was a railroad, the transportation
from these companies that Mr. difficulty would retard the deLockhart and the Producers & velopment of a field for many
Refiners Corporation obtained months while a pipe line was
their large holdings on the Gal- built to the railroad. This
has
lup Dome. W. E. Lockhart
feature,, coupl
in
the transportation
offices
of
suit
a
opened
ed with the well definied struc
Page Block.
ture, makes the Gallup Dome
Other oil companies are rap- one of the' most important posidly ' selecting Gallup as ah sibilities in the eyes of oil men
' r:
ideal center of operations. The of today.
Midwest Refining Company
"With the discovery of oil
and the Gipsey Oil Company at the Gallup Dome and to the
have both opened offices in the north of Gallup it is likely that
a refinery will ultimately be
Page building from Which
ious operations in this section built here.
of the west will be directed. "At any rate Gallup stands to
The Midwest company has ac- reap great benefit from the
quired substantial holdings on nearby oil exploration. Branch
the Gallup Dome from the W, supply houses may be estab
A. Matlock Company and the ,ished here there will be the
Whitehead Company need for mechanical repairs.
Greirflr.
The Texas Company is also a food and clothing will be de
lease owner on the Gallup manded by hundreds in the var
Dome.
v
ious crews, and the garage men
It is estimated that the dome can already testify to some incontains approximately 6,000 creasing : business due to the
8,000 of which is now
in McKinSeres, by nationally known oil search for petroleum
county."
ley
companies, most of the remainder of which isyet held by the Large Convict Camp
Gallup Dome Syndicate.
To Be Established
Many geologists have thorstructhe
oughly investigated
23.
ture in the past few months SANTA FE, April
anFrench
State
variation
without
Engineer
and almost
cona
that
nounced
that
large
it
aptoday
their reports agree
in
pears ot be a perfectly formed vict camp will be established
structure probaly containing Taos canyon beyond Embudo,
on the Santa
road, and
oil in commercial quantities.
sent
there
be
will
50
convicts
of
Mr. Louis E. Browne,
- to work all summer on this
Jxv.
repre'Denver, who is in Gallup
1
Al
stretch of the highway.
renting tne w. A. uauoca ana rough
said it will be his polFrench
Whitehead
companthe Gregg,
ies declared yesterday that the icy to establish as many conon road
Galup Dome was but one of a vict camps as possible
work.
Which
structure
f
Kuxsiir
hog-bac-
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COAISI

PARTY MAY OUTLINE NATWNALPCLt
TICAL BATTLE ON POINTS AND roLICICS C7
HARDING'S SPEECH ATTITUDE OF PRESIPTT
DEMOCRATS MAY TAS3
VERY CONSERVATIVE
REPUBLICANS
OPPOSE
TO
STAND
RADICAL

REPUBLICAN

NEW YORK, April 24. Participation by the United States
in the world court as proposed by the administration, President

Harding declared at the annual luncheon of members of The
Associated Press would be "in harmony with party platform
and
pledges, candidatorial promises and American aspirations," side
would not be an entry into the league of; nations, "by the
.
door, the back door or the cellar door,"
"Execessive friends" of the league, the president declared,
have beclouded the situation by an unwarranted assumption
that the proposal is a move toward membership in the league
while, he added, the irreconcilable opponents of the league
have also beclouded the question with the assumption that en'
"
tanglements with Europe would avoidably follow.
with
dismissed
the
The fear of entanglements,
president
the blunt declaration that if the senate were to consent to any,
his administration would not complete ratification of such a
proposal and would thereby prevent it from becoming effective. .
Reitering his conviction that the United States could participate in the world court without assuming the risks which
its opponents point out, President Harding reviewed the. republican party platforms snice 1904, all of which he pointed
out, spoke for a world court of arbitral justice, and added ;
"I belive in keeping faith. If political parties do not
mean what they say and candidates do not mean what they say,
then our form of popular government is based of fraud and
'
cannot hope to endure.
"
But the president left no doubt that he has no intention of
moving toward the league of nations by his support of the
world court.
The President said in part:
Merchant Marine
Party Pledges
In 1920 the question of our
Although the question of the
world court formed the burden foreign relationship was
of the president's adress, he
The senate had repect-e- d
also bespoke a word for the
the
Versailles
treaty and the
establishment of a merchant
of
nations
pact. The
league
marine,deplored lack of party convention
voiced
its
approval
loyalty and the organization of of
the rejection but was unwillgroups or blocs to serve group
interests, and urged that the ing to pledge aloofness frominthe
its
primary be made an agent of world. Therefore it said We
pronouncement.
platform
indisputable party expansion,
rather than a means of party pledge the coming republican
administration to such aggree-menconfusion or destruction.
with other nations of the
Popular Government
world as shall meet the full
Ours is popular government duty of America to civilization
through the agency of political and humanity, in accordance
patrons and it must be assum- with American ideals, without
ed that the course of the sucthe right of the
cessful party, which is at the surrendering
American people to exercise its
same time an honest party, judgement and its power in famust be fairly charted by the vor of
justice and peace.
platform of that party, and by As a
participant in the makthe utterances of its candidates
when appealing for popular ing of some of these platforms
approval. On that assumption and as the banner bearer of
it is seemly to recall the de one campaign, I have a right
clarations of the party now in to believe they spoke the party
power relative to the promo- conscience so plainly that it is
tion of international relation not easy to misconstrue.
(Contined On Page Five)
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Owing to the emergency which exists by reason of
the epidemic of smallpox prevalent in this community,
action
public necessity demands immediate and stringent
to suppress the spread of smallpox.
NOW THEREFORE, under and by virtue of the auhad
thority vested in me by law every personsixwho has not who
months or
a working vaccination within, the last
has riot previously had smallpox, is hereby ordered to
"
"1
be vaccinated at once.
:
26th
.
this
New
Mexico,
day of April
Done at Gallup,'
P. VIDAL, Mayor.

Attest:" NON A. WALDEN, Clerk.

;

Any person found violating quarantine laws will be
vigorously prosecuted and will be immediately locked up
in a aetention camp near the present Contagious Hospital.
The law will be vigorously enforced irrespective of per
,"

sons.
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TO THE PEOPLE OF THE TOWN OF GALLUP:-

SPUDDZD IN TUESDAY AND OIL INTEREST OF UNITED
STATT3 WILL WATCH DEVELOPMENTS AS DRILL- crES-EXP- Ear

NUMBER
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MAYOR'S PROCLAMATION
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A. H. DeLONG, M. D., County Health Officer.

OUR COMMENT
Mayor Vidal stated to the editor of The Gallup Herald that in his opinion, in addition to enforcing immediate
vaccination, that all places of amusement should be
closed, but, inasmuch, as. the State Health Officer has
said that it is not necessary to close places of public gatherings, the proclamation for the enforcement of vaccination is all that will be attempted at this time. Mr. Vidal
said that he felt that if by the closing of all places of
amusement would be the means of saving only one human
life it would be well worth it.
'
Health departments and medical authorities are'
practically agreed that proper vaccination against smallpox is the only way to stamp out the disease.

LEAGUE OF THE SOUTHWEST
Nevada,

Colorado,

California,

Arizona,

Uth.

Texas.

-

.

very-acute-

New Mexico

Wyoming.

ARNOLD
"
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KRUCKMAN, Secretary-TreasurHeadquarters: 403 South Hill Street
er

,
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BUILDING
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. -

WRIGHT-CALLENDA-

R

ts

CALL AMENDED!
forum
its function as a
the League of the Southwest, at various times, has sponsored discussions affecting the welfare of the territory.
In

non-partisa-

Hon-politic-

n,

al

and varAmong other subjects the Japanese question
discussed.
ious phases of conservation have been
As is well known the Southwest holds vast frozen
wealth which is administered by the Nation for the benefit of the Indians. This potential wealth is contained
in the water courses, in the soil, in the forests and in the
minerals beneath the soil.
For example, in the Navajo Reservation where the
four corners of Utah, Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado
bilmeet, it is estimated there are buried at least fifty
And
coal.
commercial
nearby,
lions tons of excellent
oil was
ing the past year, an .exceptionally high grade
unusual
an
indicates
assert
discovered which geologists
'
.
.
wealth of value
from
among our best citizenship, and his
With the building of the projected railroad
COLDBLOODED
untimely death at the hands of rufwould
be
New
possible,
it
to
Mexico,
Gallup,
Farmington
fians is resented on every hand and
useby every good citizen.
by bringing it to tidewater, to put this wealth into
MURDER FRIDAY At time of going to press with this
ful circulation.
issue of The Gallup Herald the body
But under existing conditions these resources, much
had not arrived in Gallup, but it is
needed in the wold's business, are economically stagnant;
understood that the Mineral and burR.
W.
A
-(BILL)
CARMAN,
condition
a
that
illustrates
and this instance strikingly
ial will take place here.
"
WELL
KNOWN
SANTA
FE
variously prevails in Southwestern Indian reservations.
of this horror, some of
CONDUCTOR, WAS KILL- - BillSpeaking
Carman's railroad friends said
There is absolute unanimity of opinion in all quartBY
ED
RUFFIANS
t
that hobos are becoming a great nuiers that reasonable effort should be made to find a sol-- :
sance on trains, that when ordered
to
to
the
will
enterprise
bring
which
proper
ution
permit
The people of Gallup were horri off trains they become very antagon.community the benefits of legitimate development.
fied early yesterday morning when the istic and ugly. It appears that most
But the purely economic aspect of the problem is
news of the murder of W. R. (Bill) hobos are eoine towards California.
con- cultural
and
humanitarian
Carman was received. Bill Carman that they want to get to where the
essential
by
complicated
one of the best known railroad! weather is warmer. One railroad man
was
atthe
have
considerations
engaged
siderations. These
men in this section, having been with was heard to to say that if he would
tention of eminent, learned and earnest men and women
the Santa Fe for many years. At give money to every hobo who asked
in various parts of the world as well as in the United t the time of his death he was coming for help that his salary would be gone
west with his train and he was last before he received it
States; It is a problem with which our Government,
seen alive at a place just east of the
The life of another good man has
has
other
and
Bureau
strugIndian
agencies,
its
through
town of Grants. When hia train been taken another home plunged
little
in
Southwest
has
the
gled for many years.- The problem
arrived at Grants his body was found into
deep and bitter sorrow.
in an empty coal car, and the signs
recently been brought to the fore at Washington by reashowed that he had been beaten to
son of a series of Senatorial and Congressional hearings
Evidence also showed that
death.
Bursum Bill affecting the Pueblo Inover the
more than one person had taken part
ROAD CONDITIONS
dian lands, in which the Indian Bureau, the General Fedin the murder, and it is presumed mat
soeration of Women's Clubs, scientific and educational
hobos riding in the empty coal car at
By the White Garage
tacked Mr. Carman and beat aim to
cieties, economic and religious elements and other interdeath.
est participated.
Gallup, Ramah and InscripAt time of going to press, this Frition Rock, 58 miles, from Ramcomment
These hearings have created nation-wid- e
ah to the Rock, 18 miles, road
noon, full particulars of the mur
day
and discussion and have focussed attention on all Southcondition
der can not be obtainea.
good. Ford time
.
western Indian problems.
Sheriff Lou Myers was notified and
from Gallup to the Rock, 3 hrs.
immediate steps were taken to search
This has prompted a number of constituent organizaGallup to Zuni, 38 miles, road
all trains going east and west from
condition good. Ford time from
tions of the League of the Southwest to demand that the
Gallup and at all points between AlGallup, 2 hours.
subject be discussed at the impending conference at
buquerque and Winslow as well as to
to Ship Rock, 100
Gallup
Santa Barbara, Calif., on June 7, 8 and 9, 1923.
stop all auto tourists.
miles, from Ship Rock to Farmof
is
that
the
opinion
Sheriff
Myers
Such demand having been made in due form and
ington, 38 miles, road condition
the murderers took to the hills in the
good. Ford time to Ship Rock,
duly acted upon by the Executive Committee you are
understood
is
Grants.
of
It
vicinity
5 hours, from Gallup to FarmValencia
of
sheriff
hereby formally notified that the Call hitherto issued
county
that the
ington, 6 hours.
and
it
ii hophas instituted a search,
dated March 5th, 1923, is amended insofar only as that
Gallup to McGaffey via Fort
be
will
that the ruffians
captured.
the conference announced in said Call will furthering ed W.
23 miles. Road conWingate,
waa a member of the
ditions
'Ford time 'from
good.
dude a discussion of the Indian problems of the South- - MasonicR. Carman
order, also of the order of B.
' '
Gallup, 2 hours.
,
west.
R. T. He was 55 years old and
of
s
168
to
'
s.

hydro-carbon-

.

,

;
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so-call- ed
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-

"

'

WWW
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ARNOLD KRUCKMAN,
Secretary-Treasure- r,

League of the Southwest.
March 7, 1923

,

two children.
Hia
brother, J. M. Carman, ia one of oar
leading and most prominent cHisesa,
leaves

a wife and

and proprietor of the J. M. Carman
grocery.
Bill Carman, as he waa affactta- ataly known, was of Ugh staaCaj

:

Gallup
Albuquerque,
miles. Road condition good.
Ford time from Gallup, 0 hours.
Gallup to Williams, 244 milaa.
Road eonitana rood, Ford
Urn frQia Gallup, 9 boot- -

.
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The Aiurelus Road Show was in hart
and presented ft drama and a comedy.
IN- There was five reels of real fun.

RIGHTS OF NAVAJO.
Col. W. H. Hardy. State Cattle In
DIANS IN OIL AND
was here looking over the catMAY GO TO THE spector,
tle on the ranches.
IrtlN-ERA- L

'highest bidder

s

WASHINGTON, April 24.
Oil and mineral rights on the

Miss Nellie Bloomf led and her father, Richard Bloomf ield spent the week
end in here as guests ol Mr. and Mrs

J. Vs"z2.:

.4..

j

.

i:'T;

Liu'.'., mud- homa t--e

it

sea surjrlced her ia
oti evenur with a wsu mower.
lit. Ewt- -r Cantre.1, Ulsi Cromer- man anil I5n. Whitaaida nf Grants.
were in town Sunday visiting friends.
A farewell party was given at the
Meeting House Saturday night In honor of Mr. Wilford Young. . There was
a large crowd present and all enjoyed themselves in song and dance.- Mr.
Vniino- loft tar Indennendsnce. Mo..
where he expects to be gone for two
-

-

several Navajo reservations in
New Mexico and Arizona will
ha onM hv nuhlic auction, the
interior department announced
Tuesday, at a date to be determined, after the approval of
the Indians interested has been
;
obtained.
Former Governor Hairerman
of New Mexico, appointed as
commissioner 01 tne wavajos,
will call toorether the tribe to
select representatives to conduct negotiations in the leasing
of their oil and gas rights.
.
At present there are 30,000
members of the tribe owning
nearly 12,000,000 acres in the
two states.
"

More automobiles were stolen in the
United States during 1922 than all the
cars registered in most of the nations
of Europe, according to Firestone
statisticians who also value this huge
number of pilferings at about $100,- 000.000.
It has also been figured out

that

the present estimated value of motor
vehicle in this country approximately
$9,000,000,000.
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"I will build a car for

the multitude"

Said Henry Ford in 1903 Read how the fulfillment
of that prophecy is now maae pojssioie uitvubu viw

For many years it has been Henry Ford's personal ambition to
make the Ford the universal family car-- to put it within the reach
of the millions of people who have never been privileged to enjoy
the benefits of motor car ownership.
been
During the past fifteen years over 7,500,000 Ford cars have
than a million and a
placed in the hands of retail customers-mo- re
half of them within the past twelve months and yet there are
still millions of families who are hopefully looking forward to the

-

day when they can own a Ford.
And now the way is open.
Under the terms of this plan you can select your Ford Car, set
aside a small amount each week and you wu be surprised how
soon you will own it. In the meantime your money will be safely
will
deposited to your credit in one of the local banks where it
draw interest.
.
Think it over. Five dollars will start an account. The whole family
mother, brothers.and sisters each doing
can participate in
ther,

a little.

Our Wagon at Your

local Ford
Why not start today. Stop in and talk it over with your
dealer. He will be glad to fully explain the details of the plan and
help you get started toward the ownership of a Ford car.

Door Relieves Your

Worry
It means you are ad
vanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
your home on wash day;
that you know how modern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden,

Our work is quality work
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family to the Uill. The family has
Chapman
turned to their home at St Johns the and Klea" wv-.
Lmaids.
been down all winter so the children
'v,
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and
bride
groom
next morning but the
TTamkltn
datlChter.
T
and
u
home
could go to school.
went to Holbrook to ma their
Ina, and Mr. Elvador Bond of Ramah,
for the nresent
R. S. Conroy, county agent has been
..'.' - v.
we eno
eeed for tne xanners
: A reception was given to the newly apent
-v. the PkanmsA who fa WOrKinS; up teeing about planting.
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.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

'

Elaine Hammerstein is unquestionably
at her charming; best. A girl who
waa aa miiih at hnmA O'liiriinff an aero.
nlane as eruidina social career was
necessary for the role, an actress who
combined red and blue blood, who
could dance the latest steps at social
functions and climb with those same
dainty feet the most difficult mountain passes. And Mr. Selznick chose,
of course, "The Star Without a Failure" Elaine Hammerstein.
;
Conwav Tearle and Elaine Hammer
stein probably provide one of .the most
sensational combinations yet proviaea
in pictures.
'
-t
o
;
CARS WORTH II 00.000.000
STOLEN IN ONE YEAR

F'Cl

x:i V

;;
t

THE UNIVERSAL CAO

o

he-m-

;

I usie, JoKiinla, Mrian, X'T ot
fce
Daisy ftU were here

--

"ONE WEEK OF LOVE"

role?
As the Society Queen who flies as
hiirh over the Western mountains as
tia Anam tha attntn rfrawinir-room-

r i
la r :si
Tmt, L7, Ui uttn con:rsa
i
lKrtz.:
wu tzaae
at
nLzi
proinr; ia,
i tii1SJ.
:v,

f the.foiloii.iri

vx-
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"One Week of Love," at the Strand
Theatre today, Saturday , and tomorrow. Sunday, with matinee each after
noon, will be a rare treat for all, but
oeen
most ox a treat to loose wno nave
writine. herein, and cajoling-- the Sel- znicfc Pictures Corporation to play
Conway Tearle and Elaine
stein together in one picture. Ever
since these two popular players
achieved fame and fortune in the World of Cinema. Mr. Lewis J. Selznick
has been "searching for a story in
which he might employ their combined talents. At least ten thousand
nasiied htrmieh his hands be
fore he finally picked Edward J. Mon
tague's "One Week of Love" as the
final choice. Mr. Selznick's choice
will cause thousands of hearte to flutter with excitement from Portland,
Maine, to the other Portland that
fronts the Pacific.
Here is a story that employs a kick
in every foot, rising steadily to the
champion climax of the last ten years.
It is a glorious battle between a
"Shiek of the Sierras" and a Soritey
Queen, the Crude vs. the Effete, and
in the end both are winners. You
will love the "Shiek of the Sierras"
more than any Shiek you ever saw;
for he is a white man through and
through, who speaks with deeds and
not with rolling eyes. Who but Conway Tearle for this part? What other
actor in the world could brine; the
necessary brain and brawn to this

yean or mc--e.
tp. air I 1.

DETROIT, RUCHIGAN

CAMNGTON EaOTOH CO.
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
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ITexico'whea it wu ccrdi- ?t
cri
Pert,
safe for them to again
ered
until
to
to hive dlzi cr
hiva t::a tlxnittj
they sprouted
:7'.';v, crow the Ihe, but their chief,
Ullzi in druakta . brawb and fzziziti. .
tV.
Gt'Tll Romero died at the General Salazar was kept by
e?lrrautd
Hdx
:fc::a fcri
tzzZlzixiZi Fcri ca Jxzt 22, 1914, and was the government and lodged in
Vztzi. Thcst who had accers buried t.v.tre at that time. Iden- the jail at Old Town at Albufc
Pert ctita tltt ill ttr tification papers were wseakd querque. One night, accord(Cir vamlng to Cs
td
ing to the reports at that time,
tenpts
kttp fcttxlcatit li- in a bottle and placed in his
reto
a dozen men appeared at the
so
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as
the
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Fort
: tfot m many years
identify
quor
grave,
ww
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tra
ap a
' '
bound the jailer after cutzaads mains.
.,;
famous m the author t bis or
colors
jail,
ts
tit
Gd "Private Feat," which reacheJ a their . own brew by
him
with a knife, and took
were
The
returned
ting
refugees
soaking
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Mt
ef over a saiUlon c-3- 5
Uwn to fame as the carracponiaat

Salazar out :

,'
torney.'
Salazar was later recaptured
Many other' stories w.Ch
and brought up for trial in the more or less excitement jad'
Federal courts. He was charg- human interest grew out of.ua
ed with having purchased large stay of the Mexican army at
quantities of arms in the Unit- Fort Wingate.
Dr. Huberto flaggi came
ed States and after a dramatic
trial was freed. He was repre- here from Mexico City to get
,

v

.

sented all through the trouble the remains of General Romby Elfego Baca, who was at ero, and accompanied them
that time practising as an at back to their new resting place.

ml
and special writer for ,the Pew. York
and
World, Chicago
Associated Prn; he was, perhaps, the
moat lifted war speaker of all tbe
soldiers, and wu finally made chief
of the speakers' bureau of the United
State Fuel Administration. This
wealth of experience sharpened his
mentality, and out of "Private Peat,"
r,
there developed
the
Harold Peat, one of tire brilliant platform fignrea of tbe day. .
Herald-Examine-

r,

soldier-speake-

high class

Five

nmentsMay

entertaiand 8.
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The Wail of
Sidney Weil
AT.niTOTTFPDITP N M Anril 2K
farce 1comedy in which Sidney
The
1
1 A
WV.J 1
weu
is me sw actor, wu spui-iigon Sidney, continues to wail from the
stage, and Sidney is not only the actor, but also the audience with the
foot-ligh- ts
thrown in..
It is hard to believe that tbe "Los
Anowloi Rimtirt" mm Sidnev rail
it, would work up a project just to
auction n on to sianey.
: Sidney appeared before tbe Alba
aueraue Kiwnnis Club and the Alba
oueraue Herald reported the Weil
wail, as follows:
r "That the business interest of Albuquerque are overlooking; the biggest opportunity ever presented to tbe
city in the San Juan basin development and are going to lose the chance
to make Albuquerque a great oil centhe
ter," was the statement made toWedKiwanis club at its luncheon on
nesday by Sidney Weil.
"The statement was made in connection with Weil's effort to get a large
party to make a trade trip into tbe
basin starting Thursday morning. He
said that out of 600 invitations he
had aent out only a few responded that
they would go, the majority " replying
busy."
;
they were "too new
hotel collections
'Whn the
were being made you business men
said business was poor,- - saia weu.
am glad to know now that you are
so busy.
"But I want to tell you that unless
and
you act within the next ten days
let the peogo on this trade trip and
we want
ple in San Juan county knowto lose it.
their trade, you are going
"Los Angeles, thousand of miles
Juan baaway, realizes that the San be
develsin is the greatest field to
milto
spend
is
and
preparing
oped
lions to bottle up that section lor Los
Angeles. We sit here and do nothing
to bring the trade and business of that
great country to Albuquerque. The
business men of Albuquerque haven t
out and
got She energy or guts to go
say we want your trade.'
.
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GENERAL ROMERO
TO MEXICO CITY

Most of your neighbors drive motor cars. They can go where and
when they choose. Their cars play a large part in their daily life,
furnishing them with quick and convenient transportation for both
business and pleasure.

.....

4

-

i

.

.

Realizing what the automobile means to the average family in
bringing them greater enjoyment of life, we have arranged to extend the facilities of our bank to those who desire to become
owners of Ford cars through the new Ford Weekly Purchase
Plan.
,5'.--

"

'

Under this plan, you can begin with an initial deposit as low as
$5,00. Then select the type of Ford car you wantTouring Car,
Runabout, Coupe, Sedan, etc. and arrange to make weekly deposits on which interest will be computed at our regular savings
:'"
rate.
;?
; f

f

--

,

:

:

;

;.

Come in and let us further explain the Ford Weekly P urchase
Plan to you, or, if you wish, go to the nearest Ford Dealer for fur- .
ther details.. :

Start today, and before you realize it you will be driving your own
car.

.......

'
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DIED AT FORT WINGATE
JUNE 22, 1914, AND WITH
IDENTIFICATION PAPERS
SEALED IN BOTTLE

The body of General

Cayet-an- o

Romero, which was exhumed at Fort Wingate, last
Friday, was shipped, back to
Mexico City, in the general's
native land, and the end written to the story of an army of
5,000 expatriated Mexican soldiers who were prisoners at the
Fort for nearly a year in 1914.
The armies of General Romero and General Jose Salazar,
who were fighting on the side
of De La Huerta in the upheavals in the Mexican government
at that time, crossed the Rio
Grande at Eagle Pass, Tex., in
May, 1914, and were taken
prisoners on American soil. ,
Both Salazar and Romero
were taken with the armies,
and the American government
sent them all to Fort Wingate,
a short distance from Gallup,
where, surrounded, by American soldiers, they were kept
,

prisoners.,:, .
.' .During their

.

.;

imprisonment
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We are Informed

epcrr

t
Caneral
Horace Moses of the Gal$2.00
lup American Coal Company has isat ftrilup,- - tin --Uxlca sued orden. that the moving pictures
and dances of the mine campa of his
be suspended until the epiY.. AND CHICAGO. ILL. company
demic of smallpox has been stamped

out..

MEMBER OF NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION

.,..

t--

1

1

......
New

.,
authorities will,
.......

The county health
doubt, see to it that all persons, not
Editor
Assistant
and
-Business
Manager
.
A.H. CARTER,
only of the mining camps, but of the
Editor and Assistant Manager. county, are vaccinated. ,
GSORGE A. BYUS,
If smallpox is not properly vaccin
Superintendent Mechanical Department,
CLIFFORD M. CARTER,
ated against the disease will spread
Vaccination is the only known prevenPersons who refuse to be vactative..
(
cinated should be placed under strict
quarantine.
The present epidemic of smallpox in Gallup has been the Persons who have been exposed to
cause of considerable talk, criticism and the like. Smallpox is the disease, or who have been in places
case boihc and premises where the disease has
enough to start people talking, since me iirst Now
have their clothing prothat a been, should
.w ion Mia disease has increased in numbers.
even their hair and
disinfected,
perly
t hmao
hon established we hone for a better situation,
disinfected, and all this should
person
It' is lamentable that the disease was allowed to get in St. be done under the direction of the
The good health authorities. Smallpox is easily
Mary hospital where a number of cases developed.
as carried In clothing and in hair and on
our
deserve
sympathy
to
criticised.
not
be
are
They
Sisters
the person.:
well as our help. The whole situation is unfortunate.
This is no time for quibbling it u
As to methods of arresting the disease the public can and time for proper action. If is is deemand all places of
should assist the authorities. sThe autnonues wisn u nanaie ed necessary, every should
be closed,
on
gatherings
public
the
hardship
the situation without working any
and this means dances, pool halls,
:'
'
public.
bootlegging Joints and any and all
. It is bat- There are many people who are prejudiced against vac nlmfwa whnt naonla
crime against ine ter to exercise common sense than to
cination, and herein lies the great trouble
follow funeral processions, and the
public. No matter about such prejudice the public are entitled
best and approved common sense way
not
who
are
a nmtection. and should be protected. People
out of this present epidemic of smallbe quarantined
should themselves
to be
willinir
pox is that EVERT PERSON be proFT
.a
. vaccinated
.Z
3
If
prwp-edl- y perly vaccinated.
they themselves are tne ones wno enaanger our uvea.to io
o
be vacand effectively quarantine those who refuse
L. N. Cary. who was badly
cinated would help to stamp out the disease. Theer is no logic in an automobile accident lastinjured
week,
in the argument against vaccination only prejudice or igno is improchur as fast as his iniuriei
rance. If our authorities should quarantine tnose wno reiuse and condition will allow.
.
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Exclusive For 1
WOMEN'S, MISSES' and CHILDREN'S WEAR
v

,

THE SMALLPOX SITUATION

hn

to be vaccinated, it would bring many to their senses, and to
bring such to their senses would be a public blessing.

THE CURSE OF, BOOTLEG

j

A New

Sweaters
Silk Slip-O- a
In the newest shades, including
Biege ,
Tango i? Honeydew
Black
Red Gray
Primrose
7
T Cocoa. Brown
No Wardrobe Complete Without
"
Sport AttirePrices
(2.f3 TO $16.60

of

J;c-- at

, Pouches and Vanities"
In the New Mah Jongg Leather
With Novelty Trimmings
Including
Watches and Flashlights
'
Prices
$1.C3 to$14.C0
!

-

Kayter Knit Underwear
Bodice and Lace Tops
Umbrella and Tight Knee
Special At

SPECIAL
French Seam Chiffon Silk Hose
A $3.00 Value At

;

91.SS

Try To Duplicate Them At $3.00
We Invite You To Compare

3c EACH

EVEN DEMOCRATS HOWL
Democrats are openly protesting the emDlovment of a
few Republicans in state offices where some efficiency was
.
.
.
I
11
' 1 me
auiwiuieiY necessary ana
oDieciors may iair ana attack
the highest Democrat, first. Governor Hinkle is attacked for
having two Republicans m his office. The Secretary of State
just had to retain one Republican to get anything done at all
ana even men nad 7,000 automobile applications her Demo
cratic employes could not get out, all piling up in that office
wimm inree montns, even with extra employees.
--

1

m

CARS

WILLYS-KNIG- HT

. .

"In the good old days, Judge, I could take twenty or thirty
The Car that Improves with Age The longer they
drinks a day of the good stuff, while now if I take about three
are driven, the better they are, and the better you
will like them. No noisy valves, no carbon to scrape,
I am laid up and not fit to work and next day I am all in."
This statement was made to Judge Schauer Tuesday mornno valves- - to grind, 90 percent of all motor trouble
The
of
editor
of
the
in
the
the
in
is caused by valves and carbon. The Knight Motor
presence
office,
Judge's
ing,
Gallun Herald. Rev. John W. Hendrix nd two deputy sheriffs.
eliminates all of this trouble.
The man who made that statement is as good hearted and as
honest as anv man we know of here or any where else. He
CARS ON DISPLAY AT OUR SALESROOM
Tom Mace's Trial
learned to drink during the saloon days, just as many thousands Zuni Peach Trees
of others. When he could get pure goods, as he said, his
In Full Bloom
At Lot Lunas
drinkine was not attended with such disastrous results.
of
America
is
States
United
is
The
now.
"dry."
It different
It was during the year of LOS LUNAS, N. M., April 26
The Volstead Act is a part of the Constitution of the United
lome Mace, charged with the murder
1540
that Coranado camped of
States. The State of New Mexico, by Legislative act, has in
Dealer In Buck Moore, April 14, was arraign
Zuni
Dried
near
This
laws.
State
the
of
as
a
Act
fruits,
Volstead
City.
the
Tart
ed nere today before Antonio J. Archcorporated
town and especially dried peaches, were uleta, justice of the peace, for prelimand. every
sheriff
sheriff,I. every
makes of every
deputy
WILLYS-KNIGH- T
OVERLAND
LaFAYETTE
.
. .
a
.'i!
i a
i - brought by the Spaniards, as inary hearing, Mace pleaded not guilty
;l
proniDmon eniurce-mencity marsnai ana every deputy marsnai
in
was
and
held
bond
to
$20,000
await
such food was easily carried
.
officer.
AND NASH CARS AND TRUCKS
the action of the
jury. First
All laws should be enforced or repealed, and only legis and made the principal diet of degree murder was grand
He
was
charged.
lative bodies have power to repeal laws not individuals who people m those days going on unable to furnish bond and was re
WHEN TOU GET A GOOD THING
manded
to
jail,
long journeys. Peaches were
may or may not like this or that law.
A. Lowe, assistant district at
J.
REMEMBER-WHE- RE
the
with
dried
that
is
whole,
is,
Practically all "moonshine" liquor poisonous. Drinking
torney, appeared for the state and F,
from
eaten
The
YOU GOT IT
was
seed.
habit
fruit
results.
is
disastrious
with
The
attended
poisonous liquor
U n. Livingston of Belen was atof drinking intoxicant liquors is hard to break away from. To the seed and the seed left on the torney for the defense. Only four wit
nesses were called, three for the state
quit the habit of drinking alcoholic liquor requires great effort ground where Coranado 'and and
one for the defense. Mace did not
exact
The
his
men
a
Alcohol
stubborn
Old
and individual
is
camped.
King
the stand.
take
some
was
of
the camp
Foe to snake off. This is why many thousands of good honest spot
All three witnesses for the state
' men and women will drink
Ift
9
"moonshine" liquor because of where on the mountain to the testified that Moore did not have a
the habit and the appetite this habit and appetite having east of Zuni City, probably on gun in his hands at the time he was
They testified that when the
been cultivated and acquired while we were free to get pure Corn mountain. From that day shot, was
moved after the arrival of
body
trees
have
to
this
grown
peach
goods.
officers, a .45 caliber Colt's .revolver,
Zuni
near
in
mountains
Walter L. ReUsm
the
The violation of one law breeds contempt for all laws,
which had not ben fired, was found
have
Zunis
The
is
to
beside
law
so
enforcesentiment
lax
when
as
the
planted
City.
body.
public
especially
r n
The one witness for the defense
ment.
4 Xk V
many peach seed since that testified
Moore
a
that
If bootleggers could not sell their stuff they would soon go day, and today there are peach' his
S
time MKJ?
hand at the52
out of business. Those of us who buy bootleg .stuff are the trees growing at Zuni City ing right
occurred. He said that Mace had
ones who aid in the violation of the Constitution of the United which represent the same kind reached out and grasped Moore's hand ft LEAR out the fence corners.
his left hand and had then shot vs
Any eood farmer knows that he
States, and this brings the crime of bootlegging squarely home of peaches as were brought with
with the revolver which he, is endangering his crops when he per
over from Spain by the Coran- Moore
to each and every one of us who buy bootleg liquor.
Mace held in his
hand.
mtts weeds, and briars to grow In ad
We have it on good authority that just last Sunday consid- ado expedition. The Cornana- - The shooting ofright
Moore took place on
pastures or in the areas near
erable bootleg liquor was sold in Gallup at $12.50 per quart, do peach trees at Zuni City are the McKinley Land and Lumber com- tojoining
fences surrounding tne neias.
No
at
about
.8,
pany's property,
Camp
and old time bonded goods sold at $25 per quart. These fig- now in full bloom.
Everyone has some idea of the dis
miles south of Breece, the afterures simply indicate the power of the appetite for Old King Another story of great inter eight
noon of April 14. The shooting is re- reputable appearance of farms where
sTl
'CV
' est, interwoven with the Coran
an son
Alcohol. y
ported to have resulted from an alter- fences are tumbling down ana
the
claim
and
is
ado
r At the rate of $12.50, or $25 per quart", that amount of
undergrowth jxmveys
cation regarding the killing of a hog, of rubbish
expedition,
ortably
place.
Impression of a
money will pay good size grocery bills, dry goods bills, or for that the first horses, cows and but this phase" was not referred to in the
find dis
to
uncommon
not
Vet
offered
It
Is
the
today.
testimony
to
that matter, that amount of money will feed and clothe and sheep brought from Spain
Listen
gruntled agriculturists who complain
support families with all the necessary needs and pleasures. To the United States were with
of weeds In their fields and low prices
NEW
PLAN
SQUATTERS'
be sure only those with money can afford such prices for liquor, this expedition, and that from
offered for their land.
but the trouble is that many are paying such prices who cannot that place and date, the live
An authority recently said that way
SANTA FE, April 26.-do It Sett with De Forest
probate
afford it, and the damnable part of it is that when we buy stock industry o f America judge of McKinley county is to be side weeds should be destroyed for Ton canSeta.
Their perfected quality
started.
made a trustee by the squatters on these reasons:
bootleg that the rankest kind of poison is all we get.
means longer range and clearer tone.
state lands in the city of Gallup to
"They act as centers of weed InfecThe air is full of music, sport news,
So, with the kindest feeling towards our fellowman, is what
act for them in dealing with the state tion for adjoining fields.
lectures every day Read the radio
we mean wnen we advocate the strict enforcement of the Vol
EGG EATING FATAL
land office in an effort to acquire ti"They sometimes are carried for
program! of your nearby broadcaitlng
stead Act a part and provision of the Constitution of the
to the lands upon which they have miles
stations and pick up whatever you
by vehicles and passing animals.
WISDOM, Mont., April 23 tle
united states.
built some $200,000 worth of improvewan. We can fit you out whether you
harbor harmful Insects and
Eating eighteen eggs on a ments. The arrangement was made "They
the simplest or the most elabo
want
diseases.
plant
bet was a contributing cause to as a result of a conference by Land
rate receiving teti, or If you build your
AUTOMOBILE LICENSE PLATES
"They create unsanitary conditions.
the death of Carl Swanson here Commissioner Baca with 'the squat
own. And our customers get expert
.
to a ver ters. Under a law passed by the last "They are unsightly."-- Is
radio advice, too. Come in today and
recently,
according
of
the
true
must
lands'
the
this
be
sold
Admitted
that
at
Last week this paper called attention to automobiles run dict
let us prove to you what pleasure radio
a jury called by the cor legislature,
by
outand
been
have
was
feared
auction
neglit
fence corners which
can bring you when your set ia backed
ning without license plates. The date of our last week's paper oner, who made a trip from Dil public
side bidders would run up the price ected, is it not also as true In the case
was Apm zi . From January l to April 21 is some time to run Ion on sleds and on foot over so that the holders would be forced to of other corners which have been per- by th most famous name in radio.
stnll a4 4v iUi'a
srin"
liiaftaa nlofaa
aff anflAiv
iA1a
V11VUV
MM wifVinilf
tH9 VdliGU
Vtl nroa
VUt IIVlvll
W WHO two and a half feet of snow to lose their holdings or pay an exorbimitted to lie uncleaned and unsightly?
kClyk
tant price for them.
The program How
matter by people who had noticed that many cars are running investigate.
about the corners in men's minds
C. N.COTTON
agreed upon is ss follows:
without plate license. After our last issue was out a number of
hearts which are filled with
and
men's
found that The squatters will quitclaim their
The
and
unwholesome
disapautomible owners informed us that they had applied for their Swanson inquest
had suffered from a improvements to the probate judge as unimportant,
.
COMPANY
the probate judge will spply pointing thoughts' and desires?
ivz6 license and have been unable to obtain them.
diabetic condition for some trustee;
to
as
not
Sale
the
for
Is
land
to
it
state
of
keep
office
the
Important
just
Then we visited the sheriff's office to find out what was time which was
RADIO DEPARTMENT
aggravated by thle lands they occupy: the lands will homes and lives free from contaminawrong, and Sheriff Myers had just received a letter from the his egg orgy.
sold
ordered
at
auction and tion as It Is to keep fields free from
be
public
State Comptroller's Department explaining the trouble. . We
'
the probate judge will bid in the lands weeds and disease?
for all the squatters. To prevent spec
WhMUr
L. E. BROWNE HERE
print the letter in this issue, which is
SyndloaU,
tat.)
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SOME "HINKLE CUTS": The cut from 5 cents to one
cent per acre in Zinn land lease is not the only very significant
cut by the Hinkle administration. This Zinn land lease, approved by Hinkle, so the report says, costs the schools of our
State many dollars, and at a time when our schools are being
closed for want of funds. A cut-ofrom New Mexico banks of
from our railsomething like $3,000,000, and another cut-oroads of something like 10 per cent is some cut, all of which
amounts to quite a sum, and the "Hinkle Cut Administration"
has just started.

L. E. Browne; representing
the Gregg, Whitehead & Co.,
and W, C. Matlock, oil interest
operators, is in Gallup to
watch developments. M r.
Browne presents prints and
mans showing the Gallup struc
ture which has been pronounc
ed by geologists. This Gallup
structure domes at the point
where the Lockhart well No. 1
COLD BLOODED MURDER; Bill Carman is dead... .At- has started drilling. ..The ex
tentive to his duties, honest in everv effort of hi life. rAr.hino tent of this, structure extends
t-j evening of his earthly career, he meets death at th hands khree miles east and west and
miles north
ci ruffians, and another good family must suffer deep and bitter three and one-hisorrow.
and south.
ff

ff

lf

ulation, outside bidders will be required to put up a sum equal to the ap
CORPORATIONS OWN CARS
praisal of the improvements, (200,000
before they make a bid.
The minimum price fixed by law
Some 600,000 cars in this country,
for the sale of the lands is S3U,uou.
Under the terms of the agreement, the say Firestone tire men, are owned by
squatters are to pay for the lands in corporations, most oi tnese vehicles
are for the use of city salesmen, sun- five years.
erlntendents and inspectors. This is
o
Thieves entered the back door of the nearly as many automobiles as there
Banner Drug Store during Thursday are in the whole of Great Britain for
afternoon, while many people were in all purposes.
'.
i k
the store, and took a vest belonging
,
0
to Oscar Griego, a coat belonging to Approximately 75,000 bales of E- coat
and gyptiaa- - type long staple cotton were
Harlow Griego,, and a rain
a diamond brooch belonging to George grown in the United
States in 1822.
Sassakl, ..The Sasslka coat pockets watte 430X51) balat-weni.- :
imported
contained several letters written In from Egypt About 88 oer cent of
Japanese. There is no clue to th
this amount was used in the manufacture, of automobile tires.

nwim nriui now
Painting;

at Zuni City

i

Prof. J. C. Balick, an artist of Anwsterdam. Holland, is now at Zuni fttv
and engaged in painting some of the
finest scenes ever witnessed by many
old timers.
Prof, Balick has already
painted soma very fine scenes, aa wall
as of Indians, and the Uke. ,
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(Continued From Page One)
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I!oee of the eseney yes pry lor
Ljrtena Ii spent for fancy uer--'
tifecg stunts, premiums or costly
3
telling frill of any kind- -it
toe for fin qtuSty in tea,
honest
package. Use it
Write for
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Rurnford Chomical Weeks
But St. Louis, IU.
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"In compliance with
nledzes. the new administra
tion which came in power
March, 1921, definitely and
decisively put aside all thought
of the United States entering
the league of nations. It does
n't, propose to enter now oy tne
side door, the back door, or the
cellar door. I have; no unseem
ly comment to offer on the
If it is serving the old
world helpfully, more power to
-it. But it is not for us. ine
senate has so declared, the executive has so declared. Noth
pjeuxnatJS tires,
Track owners,
Never has Firestone been so well
wi2 End the answer to every demand of
ing could be more decisively
situated to give operators the greatest
stamped with finality.
rapid, economical transportation in tbe
measure of Cushion, Traction and llile
In further keeping of the
i
Firestone Track Type Cords with the
,
ae at the lowest coet
faith the administration made
that increases carrying capacity
tread
a treaty of peace with GermToday, economical nroufactnrinj and
and
improves traction, and the powerful
any, a just treaty, which so imdistribution are showing the fullest recarcass construction.
d
pressed our war time enemv
sults. Our favorable purchases of rubber,
to
we
when
that
came, later on,
in advance of tbe 160 Increase brouxht
tSt Fbxston Ssrckm Dtsbn
a mixed claims commiffset
. up
a
ReRubber
Crude
British
the
..Mia
about
by
sion to settle tne claims oi Am
Rtep Year Tracks J&ffctj
striction Act, aid further ia maintaining
erican nationals against Ger
There are S30 Firestone Service Deal- the old price levels.
many, that nation named one
located in the principal truddnf
ers,
commissioner, we named one,
fitted by natural ability and a
centers,
WhaUotr th Track Sercice
and then for the first time in
thorough knowLdge of tracking, to help
i
the history of international re
Firuton Dealtr Has th
you choose the right tire for your roads,
lationship Germany asked us,
loads and service.
Tin
Right
as a contending nation, to name
Firestone developments of the put two
the umpire, the third member,
Price Protection u Long as
whose vote would decide all
years have made pace for the industry
Stocks Last
difficulties. I know of nd like
and set new records in sure, economical
Additional tires will be supplied to
tribute to a nation's fairness
Five tires the Heavy
performance.
Service Dealers only so far as our present
in all the records of history.
Duty Cushion, the Truck Type Cord,
output will permit. Consult the nearest
Court Is Functioning
Giant Solid and
the
the
Firestone Service Dealer at once regardThe court was established
the needs of
cover
the
Type
High
AmerAn
ing your truck tire needs. He is in an
and is functioning.
Each
forms.
in
its
all
motor haulage
ican judge sits on the court,
advantageous position to give you an
does
which
it
distinct
work
best,
unusual tirea specialised service and
has a
though we had no part in
and
definite
a
him.
Each
special
prices which may not be duplicated in
choosing
possesses
months.
Under the nrovisions of its
value for the operator.
establishment the United States
can apply for a court decision
Ohio
Co
on any justifiable question,
even as any nation participating? in its establishment. Per
haps the court is not what some
Cords. If you need
advocates of the court plan
The Firestone Dealer will supply you with Passenser Car and Truck Type
with hydraulic
is
which
would have it,, but it is in a
nearest
Service
equipped
the
Station,
to
solid or cushion tires he wiH refer you
of
larsre measure the fulfillment
active
sn
operations.
Stations
trucking
of
your
these
Make
one
part
s.
change-overpress for quick
of an aspiration we long have
Yeull reap resuha ia surer and more economical haulage.
boasted, so i tnougnt, ana i
still think, we ought to be a
party to the agreement, assume
our part in its maintenance and
cive it to the benefit such in
fluence and wealth and ideals
arA it Airainst the old
may prove to be.
free from
less formidable objection ship, feel ourselves
One Political Bugbear
which impelled its
abuses
time
Frankly, there is one politi than when applied to the lea- danger.
I would make it ,
but
adoption,
Believes in Parties
cal bugbear. When we dis gue as a super power, dealing
of
indisputable party
nolitical parties. an agent rather
cussed the league oi nations
than a means
to
aonage
were the essential agen- expression
and its rule of force, with its with problems likely
or destruc
confusion
They
of
I
party
government
of
the
cies
ana
popular
aimer cowers throueh a DOiitl a member's national rights.
mculation
like
the
I
tion.
as one which made us what we are.
oal council and assembly. I my appraise the objection
to
accomplish
the
e
inspiration
self contended as a senator for who voted against, una uioy-th- as We were never perfect, but ment. I like the party governleague
nndor our nartv system we ment where purposes are
eoual votinsr Dower on the part
now I
of the United States with any sembly, but in appraisal wax.
wrought a development under reached in the reasoning of
to
say
hesitate
not
do
nation in the world. With her
representative democracy un- honest representation and I
dominions members of the lea other great powers can accept matched in proclaimed liberty like a party which is commisvoting and "attending human advancecue assembly, the British em ,stfcAnt fear the domin
sioned to govern to strive in
British
of
the
ment. We achieved under the frnod conscience and all loy
votes
strength
in
that
pire will have six
where parties
they are wimouiuw
branch of the court electorate, ions when minimize
alty to keep the pledges which
internation- - party system,
nt
t
ww
but it has only one in the elec VIil iniralm'AB ATI d suflDicious. we wr committed to nolicies and brought its popular approval.
nartv lovalty was a mark of
torate of the council. In view
Drift Toward Democracy
and an inspiration to
of the fact that no nation can ought, in view of the natural
Kin honor
English-speakin- g
xsowaof
ties
fl.ccomnli8hment.
ward
Our dirft today is toward
have more than one judge, it is
dftva. in manv states, narty ad pure democracy, and no pure
herence is flouted, loyalty is democracy ever long survivea.
held to be contemptible, nomi- We talk solemnly and earnestly
nations for office are often in about preserving our world ci
Office Of
fluenced bv voters enrolled un vilization. I have every confi
STATE COMPTROLLER
der an opposing party banner dence in its survival, but it may
SANTA FE, N. M.
and platforms, are the insin- be assured only by human kind
utterances of exnediency, reaching the proper appraisal
cere
April 21st, 1923.
influences by nominees rather of the secure avenues of twenty
than by advocates of princi- centuries of progress. In our
To the Sheriffs of the Various Counties
America we have the freest and
ples.
Let no one misconstrue me. I best press in the world. In its
of the State of New Mexico.
am not advocating the aban- power of today only the press
Gentlemen:
donment
of the primary which can sound the warning and rearecent act of
to
voter a voice in son to that conviction, which
On April 16th, 1923, as provided by a
every
gives
the
assumed
formally
this
department
the Legislature,
nominating men for office and will enable us to play our full
motor vehicle license
of
collection
the
for
determining party policy. I part in the work of preserva
responsibility
would carefully preserve and tion. ..
tax, and tax on the sale of gasoline.
Heretofore adequate means had notl)een provided
the
for taking care of the rapidly increasing business of
duties
the
on
and
assuming
Motor Vehicle Department,
of this department we found more than 7,000 app ications
several weeks,
bending, some of which had been on file
You Can Not Apppreciate
cars withare
operating
people
that
fact
many
and the
or
of
the
no
operators
fault
to
out license plates is due

Will No! Incrcoco Pricqo ca
Sdid and Pneumatic Truck Tirco

lea-cu- e.

UntaMaylct

UNION KSSSSSSS1P
ON TEX RAILROADS
to
reports of th InterAccording
state Commerce Gommiision and report made by various railway labor
unions to tbe Canadian Department
of Labor, tbe membership of railway
labor unions in this country and Mexico totals 1,200,889, and ia made up aa
follows:
82,000
Locomotive engineers
Locomotive engineinen and '
104,000
firemen
Maintenance ox way ana ran- -

.....

aTvmi

Railroad
Railroad
Railroad
Railroad

.

UVff aewvvsap

signalmen
stsrtlonmen
telegraphers
trainmen

nan way cwnut

.

uw-

W

U1CIB,

-"-

-

-

Railway conductors..:
Switchmen
Railway employees Dept.
American Federation of
Labor (esnmateaj
TTmiAvi

163,000
10301
1,W8
67,600
162,654

-

---

.......

amnlnvMA

146,000
64,583
8,702

s
V

400,000

'

1200.898

Railroad Data, April

12.

EQUIPMENT ORDESZD
IN WESK ENDED APRIL 7

daj

.

"

In the week ended April 7 the rail
roads ordered 55 locomotives, 450
freight cars and 86 passenger train
..,
v
cars.'
The Wabash Railroad Ordered 80
Mikado locomotives and 20 switching
engines. The Belt Railway of Chicago
ordered 5 switching engines.
The Southern Pacific ordered 850
steel ballast cars. The Denver 4 Rio
Grande Western is building 100 narrow gauge stock cars in its own shops.
The Louisville k Nashville ordered
36 passenger train cars.
This brings the total equipment ordered this year to date by the railroads up to 1,412 locomotives, 51,670
freight cars and 715 passenger train
cars.
The Illinois Central has announced
that it is having 1,000 gondola cars
and 2,000 box cars repaired by equipment companies. Railroad Data, Ap
ril vt.
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Means Saving Now
If you will start today and continue to
make REGULAR deposits, you are SURE to
have an independent old age. It is the regularity more than the amount that counts.
,

McKinley County
Bank
The) Old Bank"

1

M

STATE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO

FEET
, - ALITUDE 5000
ALBUQUERQUE
The only institution In New Mexico ever accredited by the
Commission on Higher Education of the North Central Association ae a standard institution of Higher Education.

SUMMER SESSION
1923

BEGINS JUNE 11, ENDS JULY 26,

Faculty includes graduates of Columbia, Bryn Mawr,
IllCornell, Clark, California, Stanford, Princeton,
'
and
Michigan.
inois, Wisconsin, Peabody,
Vacation study and recreation. New Residential
Hall for Women. Laboratories for Chemistry, Home
Economics, Physics, and Psychology Costs mod-

erate.".

FOR BULLETIN, ADDRESS

.':":..

THE REGISTRAR
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RED BAND

XmwXZS,

HATS
In Our Stock are Hats Suitable for Every Occasion!
Come In It la Our Pleasure to Show Our Hats v
PRICES REASONABLE

,F

A;;,;.i-'':--

sum:.:2hs

millltiery

'

And Know The Cut In

i.

This office has an extra clerical force working oyer
time in an attempt to relieve this congested condition
before the end of this month, and where correspondence
is not necessary in making adjustments it is expected that
met by
every demand on this department will have been
that time.
This letter is written to request that you exercise
proper
patience with the people operating cars without
license plates until after May 5th, 1923. v As soon as this
unfortunate situation has been relieved you will be duly
notified, and will be requested to cooperate with this department in bringing to justice every owner or operator
of a motor vehicle in th estate, who has not fully complied
'
in relation thereto.
,.
with the-lw

EEUSTTTCHINO AND KCOTINO
GIVEN SFSCJAL ATTENTION
MAIL

);'--

Grocery Priceo
UNTIL YOU VISIT THE

GASH and
,

,

-

Yours respectfully,
R. H. CARTES,
State Comptroller.
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3ud,0u0,09,'rl
says the Republican Publicity Astoria
tion, through its President, Hon. Jonathan Bourne. Jr. "This makes 12.- -

A--

Month
Oct. ...
Nov. ..

1922-2- 3

Dec ...
Jan. ..,
Feb. ...
Mar.
Total

6

lflrS.

Republican

r..
...
...

mos.

$272
245
233

$343

$371

:

94

;380

279
251
330
1,793

$1,315

V-

-

"

k

ft

':--WKBSHL

344
336

196

204 '
174
187 -

"

J

the

United States since October 1, 1922,
and the new tariff law. became operative September 22nd. The total ex
ports for the coresponding period October 1, 1921, to March 81, 1922, were
$1,793,000,000, so that in six months
time an increase Has been recorded
just short of $300,000,000.
"The Democratic tariff law signed
by President Wilson Oct. 3, 1923, re
corded 1 1,3 1 5,000,000 in exports dur
ing; the first six nronthi of its ex
istence. Here is the record of the two
laws for the three periods indicated,!
expressed in millions of dollars t
Democratic

' '"'W--

'307
350

2,008

"Such figures as these must be very
discouraging: to the Democratic party
and its allies who were so cock-sur- e
that the new tariff law would wall out
imports and wall in exports. . Much to
the surprise of the proponents of the
new law it has permitted imports to
increase something' like 44 per cent
1922-- 3 with
comparing- Uctober-Marc- h
the corresponding period under the
Democratic law which was frankly
written without "a line or protection
in it," to quote its author, Mr. Under
wood.
'The stock argument of the Demo
cratic party when the new law was
under debate was that it would be so
prohibitive of imports that our foreign competitors, unable to sell in the
-

American market, would hence curtail
from us. Now ,it must
be admitted that exports are not in
creasing in the same ratio that im
ports are coming in. The former have I
increased but 16.5 per cent, the two
periods compared. The logical deduc
tion from the Democratic argument
would be that since imports have increased so greatly exports should follow suit that the more foreign na
tions sold to us the more they would
buy from us. The statistics show that
our favorable balance of trade for the
six months indicated above wasin the
1921-- 2 period, $468,000,000, and in the
1922-- 3
0.
period something like
Or, to put it another way, we I
imported in the 1921-- 2 period $1,325,- 000,000 worth of goods, and exported I
$1,793,000,000 worth; while in the
1922-- 3 period we imported about
worth, and exported $2,- 008,000 worth. Both sides of the ac
count increased during the 1922-- 3 per
iod, but there was a decided tendency
to approach that even balance for
which those who condemn favorable
trade balances have been striving. Of
course, with the accounts running so
evenly we must ultimately sustain a
loss by way of payment to foreign
governmenst for ship freightage.
money sent and spent abroad, andl

their buying

ft
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illustrated . . $84.90
I
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oven
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See a demonstration at the nearest stove dealer's and you'll be convinced.
PRICES

call

(Complete with White Porcelain Enameled Warming Cabinets)
$50.00? Three-Burne$77 JO j
$62.00;.
Oven Range, $110.00;
Oven Range, $125.00..
New Perfection "Live Heat" Ovens from $2.60 to $7.40 additional
.

Two-Burne- r,
Four-Burn-

Four-Burne- r,

r,

Five-Burn-

er

'

er

v

'

In addition to the new SUPERFEX models, our long established Blue Chimney models of the NEW
PERFECTION line, used in 4,000,000 homes continue to be the world's most satisfactory oil stove
'
'
at their lower range of prices.'
,
THE- - CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY, CLEVELAND,

:

'

Dallas Branch t 825 Trunk Ave,

EQUIPMENT ORDERED IN
WEEK ENDED MARCH 24

In the week endid March 24th, 120
locomotives and 15,000 freight cars
were ordered by the railroads, according to the Railway-AgeThe Midland Valley ordered 3 Mi
kado engines, the Elgin, Joliet iv
Eastern ordered 5 Mikados: the Mis
sissippi Central ordered 2 Mikados;
the Toledo Terminal Company ordered
2 Consolidation type locomotives.
The New York, New Haven & Hart
ford ordered 10 Mountain type locomotives; the Seaboard Air Line or
dered J!U Mikados.

HI

111

tens of thousands of women are now enthusiastic users of
LITERALLY PERFECTION
Oil Range with SUPERFEX Burners, the rev-- f
olutionizing invention announced only a year ago The secret of its
remarkable success is its powerful SUPERFEX Burners.' The speed, intensity
and wide range of their cooking heat is unsurpassed by that or any other stove.
This new range, further improved and equipped with removable porcelain enameled burner tray, now brings to country and suburban homes,
for the first time, all the cooking speed and satisfaction of gas. To city
homes, too, it offers a new saving, its economical fuel costing less than

ed 'invisible balances.'
"However, the Republicans are not
worrying at this juncture knowing
full well that the tremendous
tic consumption of this country, which
iias ci emeu a snurtage 01 laDOr in I
mills and on farms, is mainly respon
sible for the falling off in foreign
sales. Our foreign exports have al
ways been made ud of sum us. and to
day domestic requirements are creat
ing a deficit."
o

111

Announced A Year Ago
Now Used Nationwide

$200,-000,00-

other
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'
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New Perfection range.
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The Baltimore & Ohio ordered 75
heavy freight engines and the Akron,
Canton & Youngstown ordered 3 Con
solidation locomotives.
The Southern Railway ordered
coal cars. The Chesapeake & Ohio
ordered 2,000 steel Hopper cars of 70
tons capacity.
The Cambria & In
n
diana ordered 1,000
iHopper
cars.
The Seaboard Air Line ordered
l,UOO box cars and 1,000 gondola cars.
'The Louisville & Nashville ordered
6,000 Hopper cars of 65 tons eapa
city, and 2,000 ventilated box cars,
r These orders bring the total equip
ment ordered by the railroads this
year up to date up to 1,327 locomo
tives, 42,220 freiyht cars and 548 pas
senger train cars. Railroad Data,
piarcn zts
--
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h
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FIGURES SHOW AUTOIST
AVERAGE

INCOME

$4200

Salesmen of one of the large tire
manufactures recently were supplied
with some very interesting figures on
the average " income of car owners,
gleaned through the National Automobile Dealer's Association, for whom
they were compiled by a security con.
cern in Cleveland, Ohio.
- According
to these statistics, say
Firestone sales executives, of 2,500
car owners selected at random by this
Cleveland financing concern, the average showed a definite monthly income
of $849.70. The cars purchased aver-te-d
$1,361. The average buyer was
.

34

years

old.

Seventy-fo- ur

per

cent

were married and 82 per cent had
bank accounts. ' Sixty-nin- e
per cent
carried life Insurance, Tits 2,500 car
owners were exclusive of Ford owners.

"

Highway Engineer
Appoints Assistants

SANTA FE. N. M;. AorU 24. Four
district engineers have been chosen
by State Highway Engineer James
A. French in the place of the six previously on the job. These, however.
will not merely supplant the former
district engineers; they will have big
ger duties. Mr. rench exmained and.
with his advice and consent, will appoint superintendents, to take over
tne duties formerly exercised by the
district engineers, and other subordin
'!.'.'
ates..;.
The four district engineers with
their districts are: R. L. Cooper, Albuquerque, northwest New Mexico; L.
E. Barker, Las Vegas, northeast; W.
R. Eskles, Las Cruces, southwest; W,
C. Davidson, Roswell, southeast. The
districts embrace approximately the
four quarters of the state.' ,
Duties of these officials will include direct supervision over federal
aid, state projects and other construction. Heretofore, tat district engin- -

i
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'
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'

"

i
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""

..,
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chinery and materials now at the Los an adequate service to the public.
Lunas camp and, in View of this, are They hope this act of good faith on
new district engineers will look after not expected to cost very much.; This their part may bring from the public,
stuff was all procured in the past and especially from their representawork of this character also.
tives in the State and Federal governThis scheme will make possible a from the war department left-ovments and commissions, a recognition
War r '
reduction in the force employed at fromi
0
of
the equitable right accorded to
Mr.
French
as
the
Capitol,
said,
the,
i other efficient industries in this coun
district engineers, in supervising new COMMENTS ON BILLION
return
DOLLAR 192? PROGRAM try, of earning a reasonable
constret ion, will take over part of the
on the investment." "
work done in the past directly by the
Referring to the billion and a half
Mr. E. E. Loomis, President of the
department at Santa Fe. He express dollars being
by the rail
ed the belief it would mean a saving in roads in 1922 expended
and
1923, as outlined Lehigh Valley Railroad and chairman
the cost of construction. However, last Thursday at meetings of the Am- of the Committee on Public Relations
he said, he planned to feature main- erican
Railway Association and of the of the Eastern Railroads, made, in
tenance without any letup on new Association
of Railway Executives, part, the following statement:
building if the funds available permit bamuel Kea, President of the Pennsy
"Despite continued high prices for
this..
lvania Railroad Company, authorizes iuei ana material and - supplies, the
j
T Eight shops, are to be jestablised in the following statement:
railroads have cut over a billion dol
4' a
"These expenditures are an. act of lars off of their annual cost of operadifferent parts of the state for the red
of this
faitn: The railroads' express a tion. Only about
pair' of maintenance Fe.equipment Rosat good
reliance upon the public for ultimate saving came from decreased wares.
Albuaueraue. Santa
Gallup.
represented inwell, Las Cruces, Silver City, Las Ve justice. For years they have been The other
The return which creased efficiency and economy of opgas and Raton. , Tne Duke City will
have the main shop and the. heavier they have been permitted to earn has eration. A great traffic was moved m
work will be done there. Mr. French been far below the level commonly 1822, with an average of only 1.645.- said he had two sites under consid- existing in other- essential Industries. 030 employes, as against an awrasre
The railroads- nevertheless are now of2,012,000 employees in 1220. Raileration for this shop, but had not de
cided as yet which on to accept.: The Venturing to male these vast capital road wages have been kept ws'J above
shops are to be outfitted with ma-- 1 expenditures for the development of tie cost of living.. ,Ovr half a bil- -

eers' duties have been confined largely
to supervision over maintenance. The

er
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has
the country's .freight
lion dollars,

taken off
and rates
now generally bear about the same relation- to commodity values that they
did in 1913.
"All this has been accomplished by
an industry which was denied any
share of the high commodity values
of the war period. '. In my judgment
no other baste industry, in the country
can point to more gratifying or
creditable progress during the put
three years than the American railroads.
.;,,,,.,
a
"With a fair chance to effectuate
the program just announced, I am certain they are going to show even bet
ter results." Railroad Data, April 12.
year

been
bill
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CAR TO EVER Y 8 PERSONS
' In California. Iowa. South
Dakota
ana neorasaa mere is one motor
hide to every five Demons. The rem.
son for this is seen in the fact thai
there is in these states an avarara
twenty people to every square mile;
whereas in the City of New York, for,
example, there are 18,976 persons la
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77 Enjoy Lunch
In Shaft No. Five
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narratt. waa in Albut
UUgC M. v.
Hiarniia thia week to Witness xirsi.
run pictures, and we may expect some
the
mighty good movies at the Rex for
near future.

t..j.

WALTER BEDDOW MADE
TRIP TO AZTEC LAST WEEK

Re- wheel-hors- e
- tu. w
it."- i
nuii.
' n.iiaa.
the
for
agent
and special
Walter Beddow of .the Beddow nublican,
Insurance
Life
Standard
Buick Company, made a trip to Az- Tefferaon
headquarters in Aiouquertec and Farmington last week to Company,
mo
was
aunng
in
That
liaiiup
Aztec.
que,
at
establish a
section is in the Beddow agency for - tir
the
- f.ilir ranresentinar
...
TT .
rZ
I. ri-TVnawmt.pr
Buick cars and an agency was estabCoiTtDftnyt Wltal
lished at Aztec for Buick cars and iiaaHniiftrters in Phoenix, Arizona.
Mr. Beddow sold a number of
parts.
1
Ha -also VIS- - was in Gallup this week.
Lit. v thin
f- - cars
wuiic
well
new
the
just brought
gas
ited
r.KMAir n.ali nnA Richard Barthd- the Producers ana neime. lmess in
in
by
"Fury" at the Rex theatre
ur-ii- l.
tkot thia well with 70
and Friday. ,
next
Thursday
to
supply
million gas is big enough
4 U 4t
U of New Mexico.
.
n
Miss Annita Baca, who spent sevMellinger is improving
i
..u
in A Iknniiaf oue attending
case
ftar ufferine with a severe
arrived home last
that fka kiirh achool.
of blood poisoning. The report
summer
holidays.
the
for
week
created
he would lose hisVii.right hand
We
friends.
manir
k.
j
Slack was in Gallup during
are glad to state that he is now on the theHarry
weex looKing aiwi
Toad to recovery.
T.ife Insurance. Mr. Slack has head
it
quarters in Albuquerque.
worth
is
having
If your property
mam-ancan
in
is worth being protected ay
L. K. Heller of Albuquerque was
by this agency
policy: . written
av write Gallup thta week joking aiter n
i, nuAMA
interests.
Chas. W. Davis Insurance Agency, perty
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248 Adv,
New stocks arriving daily toh-te- n
Danofl
contemin
up our summer goods.
t.... a riarcfaIr.
.
ttrnaArfv.
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doll playing made up the amusements,
and some nice presents were received.
Those present were: Christine and
Howard
Marshal, Allan uaggara,
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and
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Yoder,
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INDEFINITELY POSTPONED

which was
Tha Taachpm'
to have been held May 5th, has been
The Woman 'a Mianinnnrv Pnnvan postponed indefinitely, by order of the
tion of the Methodist church was held executive committee.
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John W. Hendrix and wife, Mesdames for the whole family. Danoff Bros.
;
Geo. A; Payne and R. C. Graf, who Adv.
went overland by auto, and those who
Mrs. Ed Aughney is a new sub
went on the train were: Mesdames
George Hodgson, W. B. Cantrell and scriber..
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sweeping the floor at the time he fell
dead. Mr. Kealer was one of the old
timers of our section. He was about
68 years old and a wile and several
children survive. -
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Watnaarlav mnrnintp at about 10:30
EMwanl Kaalar drnnned dead while on
duty atthe wash house of Mine No. 5.
Mr. Kealer was employed as property
care-takat the wash house. Bob
Roberts found Mr. Kealer on the floor
dead, and evidence showed that he was
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Just as soon as you break a
lens send us a few of the broken
pieces and we will make a new
one for you. This service will
only take, a short time and in
this way you are certain of a
tens' that will be exactly like the
one that has been broken.
' A short time
ago a man
Walked into our office and said
that he had dropped his glasses
on the street and wanted to
know if we could duplicate the
lens.
.."
We were not only able to render him this service, but through
our excellent facilities we were
able to give to give him the new
lens within an hour.
And this service is at your
disposal

0

EDWARD

Wa hatra hua iim nrtiinata in
the services of Mr. Walter
obtaining
;
Harmon, an expert canay matter.
Mr. Harmon has the recommendacandy
tions of some of the
largest
.
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Visit our shop and see the elaborate
?octav P!Jn"!21l .Anrk detained dianlav of candy. We now have every
We will
Mr. ReedM thing: in the candy line.
them, and quick action by
make a specialty oi catering to orders
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- Some weeks ago Mr. Bowen was a
patient at St. Mary hospital where
he underwent a surgical operation for
the removal of a growth in his neck.
He was recovering from the operation
and appeared about town a day or so
harVira
with
ha
- amallDOX.
Ha, BV waa atriken
UVlVt
When the pest house was established
he was removed lrom tne nospitai to
the pest house, together with others
of the hospital afflicted with smallpox.
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barber,
at the
Sanitary Barber Shop, died of small
afternoon at tne pesi
pox Thursday
house. " Deceased was 33 years of age
and a Wife and one child survive. Mr.
Rnuran nnM tn Rallun a few VearS
ago from Indiana and relatives live
at his former home. Burial was made
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denart
TitaaJav tiJcht the
ment raided the place on Railroad avenue, known as George Sojat's place,
placed Sojat under arrest and filed
a charge against him ior navmg intoxicants in his possession. Sojat ap
peared before Judge Schauer Wed
nesday morning and was nnea auv
and costs and 60 days in jail. The
iail sentence was suspended during
good behavior.
rs
Commenting on tnts arrest, me om-cesay that Sojat is one of the "King
Bootleggers."
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Tha Hnlliin ITiwania P.lnh were tha
guests of General Superintendent Hor--

anrl Trivia TTllhn fnr Thnrn.
day luncheon and were served in the
battery room in Shalt No. 6 at 870
ana

Maui

feet under the ground,
Seventy-seve- n
were seated at the
tables and servide a la Southern style
having
with colored waiters 'neverything. The
tables were decorated with flowers and
your size in Good- the American flag was on display,
year Tires on hand
all under electric lights that made the
when you need tires,
hour as Drignt and as cneenui as
advising you what
thniicrh thev wear nittinc on ton of
the shaft instead of under it.
, type of tire to buy,
A select hand waa organized for the
mounting your tires
occasion with Prof. F. G. Stump, Clarfor you, showingyou
ence Uhland, J. L. Ambrose, Grover
howtocareforthem,
Phillips and Dominic Rollie as the
and following them
musicians.
Aftar tha liinirhonn Hnnt. 'Trillin
up with expert re- Kuhn put on a demonstration with his
pair care so that you
firm ai1 taam Ttnm TTlfahnnfl Wlniilv
will get out of them
lent himself for the subject, and with
every mile of the
a oroken oacx, tne team demonstrated
thousands of miles
how first aid is given at the mines
when an accident happens.
built into them.
Moinr JTvan W. Kellev. Chief In.
At Goody r Sorpleo SMla
na.f Ar for tha TT. S TToreRt. Service.
DMar aw m anrf racom- mmnJ th nom GooJyjar
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duced oy tne cnairman as tne one man
Tnad nd
who is probab(Aam aa with itmnomrd
I in the Forest Service all
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men on tim
ly the best nosted of
Co.
Motor
Southwestern
ber statistics.
Watson Motor Co.
Major Kelley spoke on the relation
of forest fires to the lumber needs of
Chas. Iehl
the nation, and pointed out that while
the country is consuming zo Diuion
cubic feet of timber per year it is
vmvnna nnlv 8 hillinn feet. "Preven
tion of forest fires," he stated, "was
"Waatara Mada Far WaatafB Trada"
the first move in bringing production
up vo cunsumpuun. impui tabiuiiD aiv
m anlntinn fnr timhor ahortAire." he
said, "because of the great costs of
PUBLIC
TO
freignts wnen timoer is nanaiea long
distances. If we don't produce for1 have no connection or interest in ests, a board will become a luxury as
and our standard
anyway with any other business in the it now is in Europe,
be reduced accordingly.
will
of
of
living
except
City Gallup,
Putting our idle lands to work is the
THE CITY MARKET
914 Railroad Avenue.
solution, but these idle lands cannot
and I am devoting my entire time and grow useful timber until fires are
out."
kept
attention to that business alone.
A a an avamnla nf the feasibility, of
W. E. SAWXEK,
Pros. Citr Market. fire control, Major Kelley stated that
360 tires starting in tne national ror- Anril 23. 1923.
ests of New Mexico last year oniy nve
and
kanama
... nnlvIf 30.000
. - - - acres
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HALE AND HAPPY were burned, whereas four fireB on
private land in the immediate vicinity0
last year burned over
Saturday. Anril 21. John H. Young of Gallup because
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Mr.
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day night.
public sentiment to mane lire tod
Louis for a few days.
o
compulsory by legislation. The State
of Washington has just done this, but
JUDGE MARTINEZ'S
the
J. P. CUD H i KEirVRl in many other Western States
lumbermen are taking the initiations
con.Ti.ohVa nf the Peace P. P. Martin and installing such excellent fire
is un
ez reports the following: Married-Franc- isco trol that compulsory legislation
'
'
i
Abalos and Hipolita Devora, necessary."
were maue ui uie
f lash llgnt pnotos
from Dodson, N. M.; Pedro Villanneva
sent
be
will
and
lunch
at
and Victoria Sedillo, from Gibson. The scene while
Probably
Magazine.
case of T. Younis vs. Mrs. Schanez and to the Kiwanis time
in the history of
brothers for sewing machine,: judge- this is the first
the Klwanians tnat mncn waa
ment for Mr. Younia.
"
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- in a mine shaft and at 870 faet below
,
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and best com- - the earth's surface.
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agency,
panies are represented by thissatisfacThe Rex Theatre program for next
assuring your of prompt and
aatt.ama.nt in Case of lOAS. CttSS. TOmrailav and VridaT will be BUDDUM
w. Daria Insurance Aaeacy. Phone in time for the two shows, and good
shows I or taose Bays are
248. Adv.
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MARRIAGES

John Arm is now employed with the
State Highway force.

a.

THE FAMOUS

GERMAN LUGER AUTOMATIC
THE BEST GUN MADE
New and Perfect

$17.95

32 AUTOMATIC

$11.50

Other Merchandise Priced Right
Drop in and Look Us Over

ARMY STORE
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

GOODx?DAn

Always kept fresh in our
sanitary icebox. That's why
most people who enjoy good,
tasty food prefer ours.

THE

-

SERVICE IS WHY

THE WHITE CAFE
SATISFIES
Merchants Lunch or Supper,

SO

Cents
r

50,-00-

mn

TT

MONDAY and TUESDAY
SPECIALS

m

.....

uu,

100 Lbs.

$4.00

Colorado Flour

'

50 Lbs.
25 Lbs.

Colorado Flour

$2- -

1

Colorado Flour

1
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WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD TO EAT
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S551VICS GROCERY
E. W. TAMONY, Prop.

;

.

s
y

tn

mu.

FOR QUALITY
LAUNDRY SERVICE
C. H. DIXON, Proprietor

;

t

PHONE 197
Your Bundle Called for and Delivered. All Work
Plant at prices that
Done In a Modern,
Rendered
Service
the
with
Consistent
Are
Temporary Of fice At
Up-To-D-

CARTON CITY TAILC?J5
210 West Coal Avenue
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Far TTcn VVcnL!?
At Cir? Clrrilri
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is lore and laughter,
la amil. anA mm.
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Heaven ever after,
Heaven all alone
Joy withisT without,
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They talk about a woman'a Phere a
though It had a limit,
There's not a place In earth or heaven,
There's not a task to mankind given,
There's not a blessing or a woe,
There's not a whispered yes or no,
There's not a life or death or birth,
That haa a feather's weight of wort- hwithout a woman In It,

Ml,
C.

cwpor-ftarT-

tXHKN
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The Car Service Division issued an
order the effect of which will be to
bring about the movement westward,
either loaded or empty, of all box cars
of Western ownership now located on
railroads east of Chicago and St
Louis.
This order carries out the policy re
cently announced by the Car Service
Division to anticipate as far as nossi
ble in advance the transportation
needs of the agricultural sections of
the country in order to facilitate the
movement of crops to market. RaO'
road Data, April 12.
'

o
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Just cstHcr, tbbscr fishes

and efficient trains for Christian
cnaracxer. aussion aunaay, ...
ii:w Morning worsnlo witb a ser
mon by the pastor on: "The Unreasonableness of Jesus and His Program." There will be baptisms of
children. If others desire to have
their children baptized. . please talk
with Dr. Stark. Miss Marion E.' Har-vev of Chicaa-o- . 111. will auia.
7:30 "Worth While" Service un
usual! Miss Marion E. Harvey of Chi
cago will give a concert of vocal and
instrumental "music: rfive several
stories especially for the children; and
will introduce the uniaue 'feature "of
several motion picture, hymns. ' There
will be no admission charge altho a
silver offering will be received.' The
general public is most cordially invit:
ed to be present
' .' ' " o

'

In both you get that matchless flavor which hat won the
'
world to Quaker.
Both are flaked from the finest grains only just the rich,
of these
plump, flavory oats. We get only ten pounds
bushel
a
flakes
from
premier
But that is why Quaker Oati dominates.. Millions of
mothers, in every clime, tend overseas to get

it

You want your children to love oats..
r.
foods.. Then always get this

It is their food of

super-flavo-

Get

Quaker Quick or regular the

stylet

that

you prefer.

Regular Quaker Oats

HERE'S A PERILOUS JOB

Come in package at left
the style you have always
known.
, ;

aaaanaaiaaew

m

QafcJt Quaker OaU
Come in package at right,

with the "Quick'! label.
Your grocer has both. Be
sure to get the style you want

din- -

tHokWaaseaM

packages with reaaavahla

re-
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whipped cream, two tablespoonfuls of
blanched almonds broken Into small
pieces. Place two fresh macaroons
In each sherbet cup, pour over a
small amount of grape Juice, set on
Ice until chilled, put a small portion
of custard over each, then the whipped
Members of the crew of a lighthouse,
cream, sprinkle over the almonds and tender are shown chopping Ice from!
serve at once
one of the buoys in New Tork harbor..
After a severe stretch of cold weather
Apricot Tart
Ice covers these buoys and If not
Cook, drain and pass through. a col cleaned off adds so much extra weight)
ander enough dried aprlcota to make that the buoys sink so low In the water
one and one-hacupfuls of pulp, add that steamship captains have difficulty.
to the pulp three tablespoonfuls of In picking them up. Clearing the Ice
orange juice and pour Into a baked away is a dangerous Job.
pastry shell. Cover two dosen halves
of apricots with warm water and let
stand on hour. . Place over a slow Are
and cook until tender but sot too soft
Cover the pulp with the halves of apriJufo-Sla- T
Orchestra YUSi Native
cot, hollow side up; In each hollow
:
Fourth Day Classical
place a blanched almond and cover
with a Jelly made by thickening the S
apricot Juice with gelatine. .
.

I'BATTtBHTMN

to batlle, comrades,
Wave your banners high!
The Interstate Commerce Commis And with lusty shouts proclaim
Our watchword: "Swat the flyt"
sion's figures for the unit costs of
freight train service, showing a com'
not oh comrades,
pension of such coststn 1922 with Tarry
Now'a the time to swat; '
those of 1921, have just been made
One fly killed in early spring .
public. These are compiled from 161
Means an awful lot
in177
not
reports representing
roads,
com
terminal
or
cluding switching
Let us hasten, comrades,
panies, and show a general reduction
Now the foe is weak;
in operating costs.
The average cost of locomotive re But they'll soon be swarming round,.
Germs upon their feet. .
in 192Z
pairs per freight train-mil- e
was $0,425, compared with $0,432 in
121. Engine house expenses in 19ZZ Forth to conflict, comrades,
time is nigh;
averaged $0,101, compared with $0,110 SoSummer
hunt up your swaters and
in 1921.
the fly!
Together Swat
The cost of enginemen per freight
'
Martha Manard.- ..
train-mil- e
in 1922 was $0,256, compared with $0,248 in 1921. The trainGAS COSTS $1PER GALLON
men costs remained the same, $0,294.
The average cost of fuel per freight
According to a South American re
train-mil- e
in 1922 was $0,557, com- presentative of the Firestone Co., gaspared with $0,678 in 1921, and the cost oline coats an average of one dollar
of coal per net ton. which means the per gallon in the tropica and it may
cost at the time plus freight, was not be entirely free from adulteratiop
$3.94 in 1922, compared with $4.10 in at that, gas stations such as we know
in America being unknown
;.; , ;. j . ivzi. Kaiiroaa Data, atarcn m.
REDUCED SERVICE COSTS

,

Tomburica Melodies Vill Cbsrm Cbcufcuun Foils
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No change whatever in quality or flavor.
But in Quick Quaker the oati are cut before flaking. They
are rolled very thin and partly cooked. So the flakes are
smaller and thinner that is all. And those small, this
'
:
; J ,
flakes cook quickly.
v

,

Grape Juice Dessert
Tske twelve almond macaroons, one
cupful of grape Juice, one cupful of
cold cooked custard, one cupful of

Distributors

TO PROVIDE RESERVE
CAR SUPPLY IN WEST
Definite plans to bring about s re
serve car supply west of the Mississ
ppi River in anticipation of the demands that will come this season for
the movement of crops were made at a
meeting today of the transportation
officers of the Eastern and Southern
railroads with the Car Service Division of the American Railway Association.
The plans call for the prosecution
of a systematic program on the part
of the carriers as a whole in order
to enable the Western roads to have
on their lines all possible cars owned
by them, which are especially adapted
to meet agricultural and industrial requirements in the Western districts,
before traffic demands increase late
this summer and fall.
- ,
. .. .

tit

r
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Gallup

-

,

move all the bits of leftover meat froir
the roasted chicken and cut fine. Pre
pare a white or brown sauce, season
well, add the chicken, a teaspoonful
of onion juice, any good stock like
chicken- or cream, cook thick, and
the crumbled yolks of two hard cooked
eggs and a half cupful of cooked peas,
If at hand. Serve poured over but
tered toast.

O

N. Cotton Co.

the. chicken for Sunday
served the family,

" ner has

tube tea

Wholesale

.

eors

;h that
Countless women have asked for an bat
miickry. Now our experts have perfected it
Quick Quaker cooks hi from 3 to 5 minutes. It Is
ouickest cooking oats in the world.
Now your grocer has Quick Quaker at well as the regular.

FOOD FOR THE HOUSEHOLD

iff-"---

and Ito
in tea --

.r'
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10:00 Church School with elauuw for
ail ages and needs modern, progres-Isiv- e

hand-ln-han- d.

W

)

(CoagregaUoaal)
LEWIS A. STAKE. tCtstar
"THE COMMUNITY CHURCH"
9:45 Junior Chuch Worshm with
story by Miss Marion E. Harvey of

the-loa-

IP
m.

C7L7JT

C1IUTXII IN

Life Is loving, living,
Life the common road,
Life Is getting, giving,
Harping with
There are brothers near yen,
Sweet comraderie ;
Friends are 'here to eheer you
Lift your eyes and sea.

sasssswBUaauBmk.

ftstM.

V. B. CLAC2, Pastor

M"

Is sun and singing,
Life U
'
delight,
Krery morning bringing
..
Aswe after .night
If you will but take H,
Life Is Arcady;
Ufa Is whatyou make It
Lift your ayes and seel

;

EST.

-

life

inaMdl

-

DAFTCTCHEC:!

yon,

What the weather be,
If you look about you
Lift your eyes and see,

Life Is loving, lifting,
Life Is
Are you only drifting?
,
Do you understand?
Love has never found your
Then a brother be I
Love Is all around you
Lift your eyes and seel

K

-

per cent, of railway Irross
revenues were paid out in taxes and
totaled $275,862,160. In 1922 railway
Bacon aa'ae
easing.
taxes totaled 1300,620,000, or about 5.4 Take live thin aflces of bacon, cut
per cent oi ue gross revenues. Kail Into squares and fry until crisp and
:.
road Data, April 12. i;
of a teaspoon
brown. Mr
ful of mustard with one teaspoonful of
sugar, one egg slightly beaten, then
of a cupful of vinegar,
add
diluted If very strong. Cook until
smooth . and thick, and serve hot or
cold on a green salad.
1921, 5

'

one-four-

one-thir- d

The only cap that's right for
rainyday wear "SURE.FIT"

,

shrink then. You'd be darned
uncomfortable in an ordinary
cap. But you just ease out

'

(C

thestnpmyour"SURFIT"
and go on smilingly.

Suppose it's blowing like all
You take hold of the
sixty.
'
little strap on your "SURE-FITsnug it in a bit as you
would your belt and that
cap'll sit tight till your head
blows off!
Suppose you're out for some
time in the rain. Any cap'll

.

",

your

or

loot,

"SURB-Frr-

comfort

"SURE FIT"
hi. Mantle.

MS

The World's Most
Comfortable
,

CAP

AT YOUR DEALER'S
or write to the makers.
' line ak.Lavy.TCaD1 way, N.T.

ASJU8TABU
--

ty.in.hiii

W)fe22!

14 A NTY

LltlMJ
--

J

"

like a duck.
See the new Fifth Avenue styles
and pettems that hive just come
in. Prion the same as you'd pay
for any stylish cap and you get

Jewpiper

Ualon.)

to RaaolYaiw
'

or
always fit
comforubly, perfectly.
And, if you get one of the showerproofed "SURE-FITS- "
you'll be
cock o' the walk so far as heed-se- ar
i concerned. The shower.
proofing process keeps the cap in
hap, improves m nnun, i
it last longer, and sheds showers

Tight

rT1HE ONLY cap, we repeat,
i. A strong statement, that
but consider the facts:

IMS. Western

Charaeteristiea
TeadeoeiM.tba

CapahiliriM or Waalc
sees That Make for Seeeeas or
Failure as Shown la Your Palas

tOSS OF MONEY IN THE HAND

'

TF THERE is a- - strong, decided line
running from the mount of Venus,
the ball of the thumb, to the line of
Apollo, It means loss of money In the
pursuit of art (The line of Apollo, or
line of brilliance, one of the most Interesting of the lines of the palm, runs
Into the mount of Apollo, which Is the
third or ring finger; the line may have
Its rise In the line of life, the plain of
Mars or the mount of the moon, at the
i
outside of the palm)
If the money was lost by the parent
while the subject was young, the loss
Is Indicated by a tassel at the end of
s
the line of life.
When a moneyless old age Is threatened, a sign of it Is seen by hairlines
at the termination of the line of life.
Loss of money In stocks, or possibly
loss of an estate, Is shown in the palm
by a break In the line of health. This
Is a variable sign, since the line of
health,-whicrises In the, mount of
the moon, and proceeds toward Mercury, the little finger, Is not always
'present In the band. ....M tar llM .waaler saraaaeau. tea.1 j.
.

-

--

ambnri '
Peculiar stringed instrument, combining the tonal .qualities of the mandolin,
guitar, banjo, and
"uke." Yet It Is different, and surpasses any of these In power and sweetness of tone. For
generations It has been
a household muslesl Instrument In the little countries which constitute the Csecho-Slovaland. Made In different slses,
and under the skilled lingers of native musicians, the range of music becomes practically limitless.
It was at the Parts
exposition that the tamborlcs gained a place among the cultured nations of the world
.
For four seasons an orchestra of five young Jugo-Sla"minstrels" has been delighting Western audiences with a
remarkable projtram demonstrating tbe wonderful adaptability of the tamburlca to opera selections and
telr. M?Te Iaaa' P01""" AmrlctD
"d Onto martial selections
diversified repertoire. Discriminating musical critic who come to
Chautauqua feeling that this Is a nofeSpro.
k

v

lif

SUvs

1

latiitoa

pirtr

"""

"n"hta

th"m'-t-

b

tt
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FIVE HIGH CLASS ENTERTAINMENTS

County Clcrbr

Ctn'tGct C:C3

IttDlIITS

pi

SANTA FE, April
General Helmlck. in an opinion to
Miss Isabel Eckles, state superintendent of the public instruction, Thursday held that county clerks could not
draw $900 additional compensation
provided in the recently enacted school
code for clerks of the county board of
23.-Att- orney

education.
The code

lilies

p y

1

had to go without

Albuquerque Hat

-

weren't enough Arcolas to fill their

orders and they shivered ttaxmgh
the winter with stoves or an old- heating plant Three times as manv homes are
being built this year as in 1921.
And we can make only the same
number of Arcolas as in 1921 be-cause orders for larger Ideal Boilers
our fac- have already over-taxe- d

-

tories.

:

V.--

.'--

"

ARCOLA

The popularity of Arcola is
mendous. It is the only satisfactory
heating plant for the small home,
Gives you a genuine American Radlator in every room. Perfect

pro-fashio- ned

tection for the children against
colds and grippe, bo economical
that it pays for itself in the fuel it

-

Installed ready to use with radiator
in each room

.

Under
Normal

$180to$550

Conditions

FOR SMALL HOMES AND STORES

MEMM

RADIATOEOQME

Ideal Boilers and Amerjcax

Radiators for every heating need

24th and Blake Streets
V

IN-

For Farmington
FARMINGTON, N. M.,". April 25
The Shiprock Oil company has closed
a contract with John Wolking of Magdalene for drilling a well on one of its
leases two miles east of Farmington,
J. A. Viles, geologist and Mr. Clettand,
an officer of the company announced
in, Albuquerque Wednesday.
The well is to be drilled to a depth
of 2,500 feet if necessary and Mr.
rig
Wolking has promised to have, thework
on the ground ready to begin
within ten days.
The Shiprock Oil company recently
applied for a franchise for natural
gas in the town of Farmington, upon
which the city council has promised
favorable action.
.The bringing in of the Producers
and Refiners second big gas well near
La Plata, as told in the Albuquerque
Herald Tueiday, assures that section
of the country of a plentiful supUy of
natural gas, according to geologists.
Information received by Mr. Viles is
to the effect that the new gas well is76,000,000

feet "producer.

DENVER, COLO.

1J .....

-

School Boards

75,000,000 Ga

a

-

;

TUOSEAU liEWS

Violate Law

(Herald Correspondence)

25. Should
SANTA FE,
Mr. L. C. Smith and Austin Ladd
bonds have been sold for as low as 80
to Albuquerque Wednesday
cents on the dollar, by the Roy board motored
of education, and as low as 84 cents on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Smidtmayer
in several districts in Quay county, acthree months visit
cording to former State Educational left Friday for a
Auditor John Joerns, in a statement in Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Grigsby, who have
Wednesday to show there has been a
slackness with new school buildings been stopping at the Hotel Edwards
elsewhere as well as in Sandoval coun- for the last month, left last Wednes
ty. These bonds, he said, were dis day for Farmington, where they Inposed of in the face of a requirement tend to stay for a while before going
of 96 cents on the dollar for bonds of back to Colorado.
this class.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Smith and dau
Mr. Joerns' statement came as a ghter were in Gallup Monday doing
sort of follow-u- p to his report an San- some shopping. They were accomdoval county in connection with the panied by Mrs. Carl Zalh.
Corralea and La Jara bond cases. .
Mr. Austin Ladd was on the sick
list the first on the week.
ABOUT THE CHAUTAUQUA
Miss Veda Burroughs is visitine her
folks at Peres this week. Miss Bur
It is now noised that our Annual roughs intends to leave in a short
Chautauqua will be held May 4 to 8 - in time for California, where she will visIt it her sister.
clusive, and such are the facts.
Mr. T. J. Lancaster went to Albu
promises to be extra stood this time
and we feel sure the people will desire querque on business Saturday.
to take it in. Arrangements have been
vr. m. w. Lucky is on the sick list.
made to place the tickets on sale.
This is not in anywise a private af
fair. On the contract there were

April

thirty guarantors, and of these twenty
six remain to this day others have
left ' Of these not one ever expected
to get one dollar or one cent out of
it. Most they could expect was some
hard work, some sacrifice of time and
energy. But all of this was to bring
to our people something different than
we could otherwise get
And this is to say this further fact,
that there is but one way to enjoy
a Chautauqua, ana tnis dv owning a
season ticket. There is but one way
to play fair and help your local guarenters and that is bv nurcnasine season tickets. Personaly I have tried
this game every way possible and nave
come to the conclusion that the cheap
est way is by a season ticket. Then
there is this further fact: In the five
day season there is a certain contract,
bearing promises of money to the
All moneys from season
company.
tickets .goes to pay this promise. And
bear in mind,according to the contract
thus far known, only 26 per cent of
door receipts go into the local treasurer to pay this guarantee. Youll
pay out Just as much on seperate tickets, and as you do on 23 per cent will
per cent
go to he? your friends,
to the Chautauqua company. This
k set forth that you may not err at
61a point John w. Eeadrix.

...

A "JohnScfouer"

EXAMINATION

Accurate and Honest work
By a Competent Registered Optometrist.

-

IN THE PROBATE COURT OF
McKINLEY COUNTY, STATE

PROFESSIONAL

ATTORNEY

LAW

Page Building

'

New Mexico

'

Gallup

Deceased.

AND
AT

COUNSELLOR

Office:

OF

,

.

o

BEATS RECORDS
rn the state of New York there
and trucks than are re
corded in all the rest of the world, say
we
Firestone tire men, and in w
mocountry's production of 2,576,219same
tor vehicle was larger than the
ten years or more
figure for the first
of the industry. o
The great arteries of traffic are too
progress to
important to the nation's
All
be used for political maneuvers.
that is suggested now is that the people discriminate between political pro
ecunwuu
paganda ana sounaNews.
,
From Indianapolis
1922

"

It

jswrixa

and OPTICIAN

AND

RESTAURANT

DAVID

SULLIVAN,

Mgr.

ZUNI, NEW MEXICO

,

Attorneys-At-La-

w

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona
JOHN WITT HENDRIX

DENTIST
Office: Warm Building
New Mexico

;

.

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE
Architectural

Service

In

Connection

QUALITY

W. E. SAWYER Prop.

SERVICE

j

210V. WEST R. R. AVENUE

GALLUP,
'.

i.u.y.jjiiiii.i'ii",

"

NEW KSXICO

No. 233

(1701)

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe,
New-Mexic-

042440.
NOTICE OF PREFERENCE
RIGHT FOR COAL LEASB
Notice . is hereby given that pur
suant to the act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat.. 437), and the regulations
thereunder approved April 1, 1920
(circular No. 679). the Secretary ox
the Interior has, on. the petition of
Joseph Noce, designated a coal leasing unit, No. 240, New Mexico No. 16,
comprising 160 acres, to wit: NWVi
Sec 12, T. 15 N., R, 18 W., N. M. P. M.
The lease of said unit will be awarded
to Mr. Noce under his claim of pre

ference right for the same, at a roy
alty of 15 cents per ton, mine run,
a minimum investment requirement
during the first three years oz the
lease of $10,000, and a minimum tonnage requirement, commencing with
the fourth year of the lease, of 3000
tons per annum, and substantially in
accordance with the lease form set out
in narasrhaph 18 of the said regula
tions. Any and all persons having ad
verse or conflicting claims to the said
land or any part thereof are hereby
notified that they should file, on or be- fore 10 A. M., May 21, 1923, their
protest or objection against the granting of the lease for the said land.
Otherwise such claims may be disregarded in granting such lease. A.
M. BERGERE, Register.
April 14.
:

STATE LAND SELECTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office Santa
Fe, New Mexico, April 14, 1923
Notice
is hereby triven that the
State of New Mexico, by virtue of
Acts of Congress has selected, through
this office, the following lands:
serial no. U4w
List 8878 .
NEKNEtt, Stt NEK, Sec. 30, T.
15N., R. 19W., 120 acres. N. M. P. M.
Protests or contests against any
or all of such selections may be filed
in this office at any time before final
approval.
A. M. BERGERE,
(1737) " ,

Firs Pub. April 21,
Last Pub. May 19,

23
23

JKegister.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
nnnnr4manf ivf tllA TnfoHftr.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
i
,:
April a, iswa
Nnflna

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

:

First Pub, April 14.
Last Pub. April 28.

RUIZ A OVERSON

Gallup

I

.

Last Pub. May 12.

5

Books at 10 Per' Cent Discount .Phone 64

,

(1715)

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS

MEXICO,

Public notice is hereby given that
the undergigne4 Georgia W. Fosterv
as on the Fourth day I Aprjl
duly and regularly appointed admin
istratrix of the Estate of George W,
Foster, deceased; all persons having"
claims against said estate are hereby
ratified to file the same with the
undersigned or Clerk of the Probate
Court within the time nrescribed by
law, or same will be barred by law.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand.
MRS. GEORGIA W. FOSTER
Executrix

First Pub.

Pastor of The Methodist Church
Residence 800 3rd Street
Phone No. 288.
At Home In the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.

j

NEW

In The Matter of the
Estate of George W. Foster,

W. ATKINS

HERMAN

WHERE YOU CAN GET THE

SeU Coupon

..

ed

"The Custard Cup," produced by
Fox Film Corporation, will be seen at
EDMUND R. FRENCH
the Strand Theatre for Tuesday andLawyer
Wednesday, May 1 and 2. Mary Canis the featured player. This picture Member Bar: Supreme Court Unite1
was directed by Herbert Brenon. It
States, Supreme Court of New
is a story of cheerfulness and optinv
Mexico.
ism and is filled with a kindly humor
206 Coal Avenue.
Office:
and thrilling, sensational episodes.
While filming the steamboat ex- nlosion scene, one of the bis sensa
MARTIN & CHAPMAN,
Director Herbert
tional features.
Brenon noticed that one of the ex
Attorneys-At-Latras on the boat was a striking lookOFFICES: :
ing, old gentlemen with long, gray
whiskers. A few moments conver
Gallup. New Mexico.
sation with him found the aged man
more than willing to do anything re
quired of him in the rescue scenes
The suggestion that he find a place on
DR. M. M. ELLISON
one of the liferafts after the blowing
DENTIST
cheerup of the boat, was accepted
v
fully. He explained, however, that he
Gallup Clinic Building
had no change of clothing witn mm.
Mr.
"That's easily fixed," exclaimed
New Mexico
Gallup
Brenon, "we make a landing at High
lands before starting to shoot any
scenes. I'll have the property man
go to a clothing store with you and
rat trau an outfit.
This was done. Everything neces
, .THE .1
sary was purchased to prevent the oia
Mntlamari'n own clothes from fretting
wet. Two articles of clothing he inSI1EWEE HOTEL
'
sisted should be omitted.
"Don't waste any money on a col(ZUNI)
lar and necktie," he said, ."they'll
never be seen behind my whiskers.

THE OLD RELIABLE

We

Eugenie"

1.

riTV MARKET
I

Candelario,

.,

-

IF YOUR CHILD
Is Slow in School or Shows
Any Signs of Eye Strain,
Bring Them in for an

Modesto

Ave., Sunny

TRADE WITH THE

j

May, 1923.
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w
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WHISKERS CUT DOWN
HIS LAUNDRY BILLS

Flos
Freight

8 day

Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco E. Ramariei, Estabas

Baca,

SANTA FE. Anril 25. Acting un
der the new public monies law, the
state board of finance selected we
First National bank at Santa Fe as
the first "state clearing1 depository"
tfhere the state treasurer may open a
checking account in excess of 75 per
cent of the bank's capital and surplus
In all other banks the treasurer is restricted to 75 per cent of the capital
and surplus in placing state monies.
The board asked the First National
to furnish $150,000 bond.

...

the

Mexico,'on

FOR RENT: Nice large room, Chavez, all of Rsmah, New Mexico.
A. X. BEKUUJtlS,
well lighted and ventilated. Suitable for gentleman. Phone 299.
tf (1626) ' - ,.- .Register.
First Pub. March 31, 1923.
AT A BARGAIN: Model "D-4Last Pub. April 28, 1923.
Mitchel Roadster in first class con
and
must
Curtains
Good
dition
Top
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
sell at once See "HH" at Csrring- ton Motor Co. : y,.:
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mes
V9 eiT.V.TliM axuvi milk ico, April 5, 1923.
cows at SwatseU's Feed Yard.
Notice is hereby sriven that Pre
ciliano Chaves of Cubero, New MexFOR SALE Seven passenger ico, who on January SO, 1913, and oa
Studebaker. Apply to Henry ato August 6, 1918, made homestead
Dermott
entries, No. 017839 and 033658.
for SEW and Wtt of Section 20.
MnTTrW. ' Wnnld lib In kMf from Township 6 N Range 10 W., N. If.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inLady going to Denver this week.
tention to make three-ye-ar
proof, to
"N. E. F." Care Herald.
establish claim to the land above desTfHt SiT.r1ft2fl VarA RWatAT cribed, before U. S. Commissioner at
with tartar ami damniintaMa rima. Seboyeta, Valencia Co., New Mexico,
In good condition. "N. E. F." Herald. on the 16th day of Kay, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Juan Griart, of Grants, New Mexico;
and Victor Romero, Leopoldo Chaves
iron. SAT.F.- - Nw Ooldeif-Throatand Federcio Chaves, of Cubero, New
Ma51
in
inches,
Claxtonols, height
Mexico.
hogony cabinet, retail price zw, wui
A. M. BERGERE,
take $160. Also 40 ten inch records,
Register.
retail price 86 cents each, will take First Pub.
April 7, 23.
$15 for the 40. Apply at 207 Foch Last Pub. May 5, 23. Side. Mrs. r. v. noiwn.

State Depository

Please help us to avoid disappoint- ing you next Fall. Ask your Heating
Contractor to give you an estimate

Arcola Heating Outfit

'

rat

Santo Fe Bank

saves.

now.

Par S point trpa Hn, It wall auk bwa
a
Oountlnf t wordi par una. Cask
aompanr ardar, and be urafol to par far
InjarUona wanted.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.. April 26.
Criticism of the handling of speed- era has aroused the justice or peace
at Old Town, and he announced Wed
nesday morning that in the future no
speeders shall be let go with suspended fines.
"I have been lenient with those
brought up for their first offense,"
he said, "and have been suspenamg
the fine in each of these cases. However, since they themselves critixe my
methods, I will make them all pay the
full fine in the future."
He expressed determination to enforce the law in the county to the letman with
ter, as Jpng as he has
which he can do it, declaring that as
Ions as laws are on the statute books,
they should be enforced.

;

Because they; waited till Fall
5,000 families In 1921 came
TO real
disappointment There

ADVIBTIimO lATKtl

the county
clerks are toact as secretaries of their
respective county boards of education
composed of the boards of county commissioners, and again that' county
school superintendents may employ
clerks at not to exceed $900 per annum who are to serve as "clerks" of
the county boards.
It was contended county clerks were
entitled to this $900 in some counties
by virtue of acting as secretaries, but
Mr. Helmlck says tnat cney are not.
provides

o

ism

NOTIC3 FC2 PUrUCATIC.1
Department of the Interior, U. 8
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. It,
,
March 22, 1923
Notice Is hereby given that Beatrix
C. Dubois, widow of Joaquin DuboUr
of Ramah, N. M., who, on March 9.
1920, made Homestead entry No.
039042 for Lots 1, 2, EH NW, See
tton 18, Township 9 N., Range 14
West N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Commissioner, at Ramah, McKinley Co., New

In

haraKv

riwn

that

Mnlvin

Jolly, of Bluewater, N. M., who, on
January 15, 1918, made homesteadAentry, No. 034764, for Lots 1, 2, 8, 4,
Section 4, Township UN., Range 11W.,
N. M. V. Meridian, nas iiiea nouce oi
intention to make three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Grants, Valencia Co., n. ju., on we
day of June, 1923.
names as witnesses:
r Claimant F. M.
Art Jolly,
Greeer, T. C. Ttrf,
JM. U,
H. J. Snyman, all,f
AiM.BESi.3,
(1743)
'
"
Firs t Pub. April 3
Last Pub. Lay U
E:-!ci- ar.
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WASHINGTON, Feb. 2S
Gary, of the Eteel
wants more immi-- f
Ttnta, because he needs more
borers. The United States
Government, as represented by
administration, at an as
against any throwing
own of the immigration bars
la order to let cheap foreign
labor pull down the wages of
American workmen. Less than
year ago there was a
job shortage in this country. Today every man who
wants work can have it. Referring to this condition, Secre

rira

Cor-":r-tio-

n,

--

l;r
rely

five-milli- on

helped to put an end to the inhave come
dustrial panic.
a long way through wise administrative and legislative
measures since then. To-da- y
unemployment has been re
duced to a minimum, wages
everywhere are rising. During
the past year, even during the
past few months, there have
been increases in practically all
of the forty-thre- e
industries reto
Bureau
the
of Laporting
bor statistics. They have been
very general in the basic indus
tries, and have ranged from 2

Te

will undoubtedly be

ap
plied throughout the industry.
In the past year, industrial pay

rolls have increased approximately 25 per cent. Production in basic industries during
January of this year reached a
higher level than at any time in
history, except in MayV 1917.
Expanding freight shipments
likewise demonstrate the completeness of our industrial recovery."
'
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FULL FARM CREW BILL
(From the Traffic World)
A bill we recently introduced in the

j

m,.4,J

First-Clas-

Up-to-Da-

up-to-da- te,
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Sale

Sizes

Price

$4.90 and $5.90
Ladies' Black Kid Shoes
French and Cuban Heel, solid
leather throughout
'
$7.50 and $8.50 values

,

Sale Price
$2.65 to $3.95

,

Ladies' and Mieaes Sport Oxford
and Slippers
Cuban and low heels, Black, Brown,
or two colors, Kid, Calf, or Patent

Leather

$7.60 to $8.50 values

;

Sale Price
59c to $1.25

v

Sale Price

.-

Sale Price

-

$9.25
$13.00
--

Sale Price

.$3,93
$8.90

Broken Lots
Men'a High Top Boots
a
Brown, Black or Tan
$9.00 to $25.00 Values

Sale Price

$5.75 to $10.50
Broken Lots
Men's Work Shoes
Black, Brown or Tan. Goodyear or
McKey Welt
$5.00 to $6.00 Values
Sale Price
$2.75 to $3.95
Broken Lota

14-in- ch

.

Men's Dreas Shoes
Last
or Bound Toes, Fancy
English

or plain, Goodyear Welt

Patent Leather

..

Rubber Heels
to $8.00 Values
Sale Price
$3.25 and $4.50
Men'a Leather Leggins
$8.00 Values
v
...
Sale Price
, $4.25
Broken Lota
Boy's School Shoes
Black or Brown, Rubber or. Leather
Heels, Sizes 13 Va to 5; and 10 to 13
$3.00 and $4.00 Values
Sale Price
.
$1.45 and $2.88
$7.00

Sale Price
$2.75

Broken Lots

KEDS

Women's,

.

Kangaroo Calf, Value $11.00

.

-

13,

Brown Kid, Value

";

$5.00 Values

9

Broken Lots
.Men's High Grade Dress Shoes.
The Famous Packard
Brown Kangaroo Kid, Value $15.00

Sale Price
$4.S5 to $5.50
Broken Lots
Ladies' Canvass Slippers
N
. French or Cuban Heel
$3.50 Values
Sale Price
$1.85
Ladies' Hiking Boots
'
Tops, Goodyear Welts
$7.90
$10.00 values
; $12.00 Values
......'...$8.38
Broken Lots
'Ladies' Houae Slippers
House Shoes, Slippers, and Juliettes
$4.00 and $5.00 Values
" Sale Price
. .
$2.40 to $3.40
Broken Lots
Miaaes Slippera and Oxfords
Cuban and low heels, Black, Brown
or

to

$6.00 Values .
Sale Price
$2.50 to $2.85
Broken Lots
Infanta Shoe's and Slippera
$1.25 to $2.00 Values
:

-

and Children's
Sale Price
Misses'

75c and 90c
Broken Lots
Children's Oxfords and Slippers
Black, Brown, Patent Leather, two
colors
Values of $3.90 and up
Sale Price
$1.95 and $2.95
.

PABBS SHOE

te

Broken Lots
Boy's Dress jShoes
Black, or Brown, English Last or
Round Toes, fancy or plain, Goodyear Welt, Rubber or Leather Heel
$6.00 .and $7.00 Values
Sale Price
$3.25 to $4.25
Broken Lots
Children's Buster Brown Scuffers
Black or Brown, Button or Lace; ,,:
- Sizes 5 to 13
$3.00 and $5.00 Values
Sale Price
$2.35 to $2.85
Broken Lots
Ladies' How
Ladies' Silk Hose, all colors
$1.50 to $5.00 Values
Safe Price
89c to $2.35 a pair
Broken Lots
Ladies Lisle Hose
... All Colors, Large sizes for stout
Women

.

1.00 to $1.50 Values
Sale Price . .
34c to 49c a pair
v Broken Lot
Men's Hose
v
Silks, All Colors
to $1.75 Values
$1.25
'
Sale Price
:
' 59c to 69c a pair
Broken Lots
Men's Hose
Lisle and Cotton Hose
50c to $1.10 Values
Sale Price
19c to 39c a pair
SHOE POLISHES
2 in 1 Shoe Polish, all colors
2 boxes for
31c '
Barton
Black Brown, White
37c
17c
Jet Oil, per bottle
2 in 1 combination
.17c
Black, Brown, White
Gilt Edge, per bottle..24c
AA Brown
24c
-17c
Shinola, Two cans,
Shoe Laces, 4c, 7c, 9c, 13c a pair
.

Dye-an-shi-

ne

.

RUBBER HEELS

Ladies, Black, Brown, or White
Half Heels -a pair
Ladies Full Rubber Heels, Black or
Brown
28c a pair.
Men's Half Rubber Heels, Black or
Brown -- 28c a pair
Men's full Rubber Heels,
At
28c a pairy
Men's Leather Half Soles
and 29c a pair
At

..23c

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK

(Farmington Times Hustler)
The Producers & Refiners
last Friday encountered a gas
bearing strata of sand and a
flow of some 75,000,000 feet
lis now shown at tbeir well on
the Ute lease, but an accident
has delayed the tapping of the
big gas oil bearing sand, which
was tapped by the Midwest Refining company in their well
No. 2. While bailing after
striking the gas flow the bucket stuck and they were unable
to get it lose, so they run down
the string of tools thinking to
lossen the bucket but the tools
stuck also. The probable cause
of the bucket sticking was that
when it was lowered the gas
lifted it, causing the sand line
to curl around the bucket and
thus making it too large for the
space. Some think such an ac
cident requires a week or two
to recover the tools but is likely
that these will be recovered
much sooner. Field manager
Raymond was called over, by
wire from Galup and arrived at
the well Sunday afternoon.

Gallup Never Before Saw Such Cut and Slash Prices as will be made at This Sale It is
s
Goods at Unprecedented Low Prices It is our
Your Opportunity to Secure
First Annual Clearance Sale and we are Going to Make it a HumDinger Over Two ThouEach and Every
sand Pairs of Standard Brands of Shoes. All New, Stylish,
Pair Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction. No Money Refunded Unless Shoes Show Imeper-fection-s.
GOODS SOLD FOR CASH ONLY, v
Broken Lots
Children's Shoes
Black, Brown, Patent Leather, Calf
or Kid, Sizes 5 to 8
$2.95 Values
Sale Price
.
$1.65 to $1.90

MR. F. G. STUMP, Organiat

SUNDAY
Co mo poli tan Production
"ADAM AND EVA"

SOEE AKfUD 'miW

"THE FATAL PHOTO
Weekly, Newa- -

MONDAY

I

Repeating
Sonday'a Profram

TUESDAY
Dongla McLean
"BELL BOY 13"

I

I

WEDNESDAY
Repeating
"BELL BOY 13"

Automobile Hits
Little Chavez Girl

TO BE

AKD

TIIU)

ST.

GALLUP

CXCLU-V-

S

','

FRIDAY

TQ BE SUPPLIED

I

SATURDAY
Alice Brady in
"ANNA ASCENDS"

Oar' Gang

Comedy

T
.

"A QUIET STREST"
WEEKLY. NEWS

.

taken to her home.

Storm Sewer Case
Is Thrown Out
The effort to have District
Holloman sustain in
junction in the matter of the
proposed . puerco storm sewer
didn't get very far in court, the
court ruled against the pen
tioners. Edward Hart,-- C. N.
Cotton, Martin Glied et al
sought to prevent the town
board from building a storm
sewer, said sewer to carry the
waters of the little puerco to
the big puerco at a point just
west of the C. N. Cotton ware
house.

"SPANISH AMERICAN
'.

WAR VETERANS"

New law above loldiera. Blank and
information fnrniiihMl.
AHmtim fo.
pension matters, apldiera and widows
of all war.
HUGH 0. NEVILLE,
- Pension Attorney
-lt

Mrs. E. K. Errett ia in
for a few months visit.

Loa AnarnlMi

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Biirley were in
from McGaffey this week to do shopping.

"BEST IN THE LONO RUN
Motoriata to whom we sold
Silvartowna latt year told
ua thi Spring that they
rai the finest tire they
bad ever bought and could
'not racommand them toe
highly.

Smallpox Appears
At Lordsburg
z
SANTA

FE,

April

-

234 Coronado Bldg.
Denver, Colorado.

Judge

23.

onr:cra

Three cases of smallpox, all

am co.

GALLUP, NEW MEX.

school children, have been re
ported to the public health bur'
;
eau from Lordsburg.
0
Dr. H; O. TCraon vent oat, yea- on a f aeOae ear to raec-ia- ta
Itamfy
cf & Casta Fe on
:

.

FCOTVZA.1 STCTJS

THURSDAY
SUPPLIED '

V..

the six year old dau
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Sevro
Chavez, was hit by a car driven
Susie,

by Vidal Torrez and badly
bruised. The accident happen
led last Sunday afternoon about
14 o'clock at the corner in front
of the McKinley County Bank
and wa witnessed by a num.
ber of people. The car was
going at a slow rate and it is
said that the child stepped in
front of the car and jumped
back, the running board of the
car striking her in the face. An
ugly wound was made over her
mouth, the teeth being forced
through the upper lip. No
blame could be made against
Torrez only that he didn t see
the child in time to bring his
car to a full stop. The little
girl was rushed to the .Gallup
Clinic where her injuries were
examined, after which she was

in

Topic Of Th Day
"AESOPS FABLES"

(I

;:

u-l

AV2--,

ia

Charlie Murray

-.--

JCS2PH N. IL AEITECI, Proprietor
CC3. COAL

'.

Teach Your Dollars To Have More Ccats"

Near Fxumington

Our Stock Must Move and These Extraordinary Low Prices Will Move It

Broken Lots
t
Ladies Slippers, Pumps, and Oxfords, plain and two colors,
stylish, in Patent Leather,
Satin Brocades, Brown Calf, Nude
Suede, all Satins, Patent Leather
Nude Suede, Colonial Style, Cuban
Or Low Heels,Value from $8.50 to $10.00

....

."

,

75,000,000 Gas Flow

tB,BBMBBniBJJBnBaiBlSMinMMMMl

r

.''.'.
To have

ZJ

'

-

v.

"

my

ready money, to be ready for
tunity, to rise above the common herd, open a Sav;
ing's Account Today.'

-

'

The most important ainjle thin for yo to do is
to be READY FOR OPPOSTNITy. Ztxtj
is the best preparedness.
"

12
Sale Sfiairfto Aprnfl 2(S9
CScsoKiIay
...
,

E3;3

IT CATJ
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MUM
(G.Jd
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i
'
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Committee on Agriculture.
The full farm crew bill c'oeely par
allel! the lull train crew t- -l.
It proa farm
vide, in addition to rea-irt- ex
hand for each forty acres, tint man
be emooved ai a mi r for every six
cowa or "fraction thereof." It flxea
farm wares at the firure paid skilled
anion labor in th twin Citiea and
to
makea an eicht-hoday and
day week compulsory. It providea for
determination of the scale by average
ing the current daily pay of nembera
of the plumbeta', carpenters', print- era', plasterers' and bricklayer'
The wivw. ion and daughtera
at farm an. who work on the farm.!
muit alao be compensated at thi rate.

(

(Ulill,

'

i

'

